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You Need This
Looks like you've got your hands full again. Except you're running out of hands.
And because you have many facilities you could use a few more legs, too.

Let Harris' Intraplex STL PLUSTM give you a hand getting your new staticn up and

running quickly and profitably or upgrading your station to the best quality digital

on -air sould available today.

STL PLUST" gives you bi-directional program audio transport over a T1 line, fiber or microwave link. So you can ,nterconnect

your studios, offices and transmitter sites And because it's is a digital system, you're delivering pure, crystal clear sounc -

regardless pf the distance. Even if you're surrounded by the highest mountains or tallest buildings.

Now for the PLUS in STL PLUSTM' You can also transmit LAN/WAN data, telephone, intercom, and

remote control over the same digital line. All of which can rack up some pretty impressive cost

;avings for tour inter-faciltty communications.

Best of all, STL PLUSTM grows with you as no one else can. It has the industry's largest assortment

of plug-in modules. So you can design the perfect system for today and quickly, easily, and

affordably upgrade it for tomorrow.

So, contact /our Hams representative about STL PLUSTM today. You'll be a leg up on the rest.

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION

wvvw.broadcast harris.corn
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Our Secret is Behind the Scenes!
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CONTROL
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7;# Integrated platform concept
Fiber optic networking

4.k. Any audio source, anywhere

KLOTZ DIGITAL's unique VADIS Platform provides the
perfect solution for facilities searching for the ultimate
in digital audo integration. From single studio build
outs to new nega-facility operations, KLOTZ DIGITAL
provides a cost effective and time saving option to
traditional aralog and digital facility installations.
Our secret is Jehind the scenes. Fiber optic based,
the VADIS Plctform integrates all audio functions,
combining operator tasks, reducing the need for

traditional wiring, and paving the way for ef-o-tless
future evansion. And, the elimination of a cent -al
router means distribution of "any audio source any-
where a- any time!"
Compare the costs for yourself. When it comes to
savings, quality and performance...nobody eN.en
comes c ose. That's why the most scphisticated
and technologically advanced faciities through-
out the world choose KLOTZ DIGITAL

KLOTZ DIGITAL GERMANY

KLOTZ DIGITAL FRANCE

KLOTZ DIGITAL ASIA

KLOTZ DIGITAL AUSTRALIA

Phone: +49-89-45672-300 KLOTZ DIGITAL

Phone: + 33-1-48874681

Phone: +60-3-5193233

Phone: + 61-2-95186795

5875 Peachtree Indus-rial Blvd.
Bldg. 340
Norcross, Georgia 30092
Phone: + 1 -678-966-S900
www.klotzdigitol corn DIGITAL
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Currents
Streaming will cost you

The U.S. Copyright Office has made a ruling regarding the royalty
costs radio stations must pay for streaming music online. It's not
cheap, either.

NAB announces Engineering Awards
The Radio Engineering Achievement Award Winner is Paul C. Schafer,
president of Schafer International, Bonita, CA.

Sirius begins satellite service
Four markets were the first to receive the commercial service on
February 14.

DC Court rules on pirate radio stations
The DC Circuit Court of Appeals has handed down decisions in two
appellant cases regarding pirate radio and those who operate
unlicensed LPFM stations.

Arbitron PPM reaches milestone
750 consumers are signed up for the Phildelphia market testing.

XM and Directv join marketing forces
XM Satellite Radio and Directv signed a joint marketing agreement to
help drive XM subscriber growth.

Paredes returns to Orban
Gareth Paredes has returned to Orban/CRL, taking on the role of sales
administration manager.

Harris adds Humke
Harris has appointed Patricia Humke as director of operations for its
studio products and systems operations.

Site Features
Currents Online Weekly E-mail

Get the Currents Online headlines delivered to your e-mail box
every Monday morning.

The Engineer's Notebook
Learn a cleaner, easier way to prepare braided shield cables.

Measurecast Internet Radio Ratings
Get the weekly scoop on the top Internet radio stations.

FASTtrack for your Palm PDA
Want to make the most of your time at NAB2002? Download the
exclusive BE Radio FASTtrack for your Palm OS PDA.

Demo Room
View product demonstrations from JK Audio and Mager Systems.

RINIFIne
View E n
oniiie

product
demo

whenever
you see

this Ioao.
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Viewpoint

Looking good

elcome to the n look of BE Radio.
Because Four e is valuable and your

need for infor bon continues to grow,
to %a good, hard look at how better to

elive the vital information you require
to best prepare you for your various pro-
fessional challenges. The results of our
efforts are on the following pages. The
look of this publication is different and the
perspective is fresh, but the information,
data and insight you've come to expect
from BE Radio is intact.

Our art director, Mike Knust,working with
information and ideas from the magazine

staff and readers like you, has brought
this new design to its final form, in-
cluding the bold new logo.While the
previous look was constantly being
reviewed and tweaked to keep it up-
to-date, we had reached the point
where a fresh start made the most
sense. I think you'll find the new
layout is easier to read because it is
more open, more colorful and easier
on the eye.

The redesign of the magazine fits
well with our ongoing efforts to keep
all the elements of BE Radio fresh and
useful. The BE Radio website was

redesigned last year.TheBE Radio Currents
Online Weekly E-mail was redesigned and
substantially improved inJanuary.The print
version took the most time and effort, but I
think you'll agree that the change is good.

A primary goal of the new look and
presentation of this award -winning publi-
cation was to better reflect the changes
going on in radio,from terrestrial tosatellite
to the Internet. The visual change is dra-
matic, but the useful information inside
will still come from the respected writers
you already trust, such as John Battison,
Harry Martin, Kevin McNamara and Mark
Krieger, as well as the many of the other
names you regularly see here. All of our
writers are working industry profession-
als.They know radio because it's their job
and their passion.

Send comments to

As a preview of what was to come, we did sneak in two
changes last January. One was the addition of the Contrib-
utor Pro -File. This feature introduces you to one of the
contributors from the current issue, making it clear why that
writer was chosen for that topic. Ou r contributors are active
radio professionals and not just freelance writers.The other
addition is on the last page each month. Sign Off takesa look
at something from radio's past and some data that will affect
its future. This feature will certainly bring back some
memories, help you to consider an important element of
what is to come, or maybe just be a topic of conversation
at your next SBE meeting.

I encourage you to take a moment and let me know what
you think about our new look. I welcome all comments, big
or small Your input will help us to make BE Radio the best
it can be to bring you the information you need most.

Radio is changing. The information you need to stay on
top of it is changing as well. BE Radio recognizes this and
with our authoritative new look, BE Radio continues to be
The Radio Technology Leader.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschereroprimediabusiness.com

Get ready for NAB.
I his issue is packed with
information to help you plan your
trip to NAB2002. Don't forget to
download the exhibitor listings for
your Palm PDA. Go to
www.beradio.com and download

the ZIP file. BE Radio allows you to
take the exhibitor lists with you.

E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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What do you get when you cross
a Matrix with a Hotline?

The BlueBox:

The audio quality
of the Matrix
at a fraction
of the price.

Order yours today!

15 kHz on a single POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service) line for $28001
Want to save even more $$$? Buy a HotLine or just 51995 while they last!

SE e us at NAB, Booth #L2643.

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA

Tel: (978) 263-1800 Fax: (978) 635-0401 Email: irfo@comrex.com

Toll -free in North America: (800) 237-1776

M EINEM/
11010,11W

www.comrex.com



Managing Technology

Webcasting made legal
By Scott Hanley

n previous editions of BE Radio, we've
learned a bit about the Digital Performance
Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995
(DPRA) and the Digital Millennium Copy-
right Act of 1998 (DMCA).They are a mouth-
ful, but thanks to these two new laws plus
the results of a failed court challenges in
response to these new laws, we now have
a roadmap of the rights territory we'll be in
with a digital future for terrestrial broad-
casters as we try to be heard on the Web.
The new laws are pretty clear; digital

content use is all about content. If you own
content, you can use it in existing and new
ways. If that content belongs to somebody
else, you'll need to have permis-
sion to do so-and pay for
the privilege.

IBOC notwithstanding, the
view of our digital future at
the moment is pretty much
focused on

the Internet. In short, to be on
the Internet you have to pay for:

 the technical costs, including
hardware, software and bandwidth;

 original compositions and other author-
ship of creative works; and something new,

 the use of each specific performance by
an artist/performer.

Old rights extended
There are two types of copyright for mu-

sical recordings. One is for the composi-
tion, the other is for the actual recorded
performance. Up until the DMCA, broad-
casters were exempt from paying royalties
for performance.

In the U.S., radio has long dealt with the
copyright issues of composers of music.
Radio outlets that carry music have paid
blanket fees to licensing agencies like AS -
CAP and BMI for years. Stations have been
allowed to use compositions by paying
the negotiated blanket payments, plus the

requirement of occasionally reporting playlists of music
when requested.

As an aside,recently some news/talk radio and TV outlets
have gotten out of the business of paying blanket fees,
instead paying fees on a per -program basis, but that's
another story.

The short rule is that if you play a song, you pay the
composer.The new laws establish that new media (such as
streaming webcasts) is a new use. So, additional compen-
sation is due to the composer for the "extra" use.

As for costs, ASCAP and BMI have stated that their
streaming agreements are "experimental" in nature, be-
cause they are not sure where the business model will land.
For example, in 2001,the BMI Annual Minimum Fees listed
on their website (bmi.com) ranged from $200 to $600.

When the Associated Press chose to ex-
ercise its copyright of written content in a
"new use" on the Internet in the summer of

2001, it caught many broadcasters unaware,
and unhappy.Under the AP's interpretation
of the new laws as upheld by the courts,
even reading AP copy on the air-and then
on the Internet-is a new use.

New rights
The major change for broadcasters who
want to stream their live or nearly live
content is the addition of rights for per-
formers.While other cou ntries have long
had a performer royalty payment, it's a
new subject for U.S. broadcasters.

The Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA) has taken a lead role in promoting
additional fees to performers and producers as well.The
initial negotiations with RIAA seemed a bit bumpy,and the
fee structure that was first sought seemed outrageously
high to many broadcasters.The long-awaited report from
the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel was issued Febru-
ary 20.The rates are lower than the RIAA's request,and they
give broadcasters an advantage over streaming -only ser-
vices, but they are based on a price per song, per individual
listener - not a blanket fee. This first round of fees is
retroactive to usage from 1998 to 2000. Negotiations for
other years are underway. The report is subject to final
approval by the Copyright Office in May.

The American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
(AFTRA) also has a major stake in the new digital perfor-
mance rights. Under the AFTRA Radio Recorded Commer-
cials Contract, radio performers are entitled to 300 percent
of the session rate for commercials recorded for radio if
they are also used on the Internet.

This is the major reason that a number of large -market

10 March 2002 www.beradio.com



PROPHET SYSTEMS INNOVATIONS

Think Fast!
You can design your own digital
automation system for $9,999.

Introducing prophet, your complete online

digital store. Now you can shop, configure and order your
own NexGen Digital NS digital automation system. Log on

at www.prophetsys.com/NS and see the future of digital

technology. Order a system online, and we'll configure and

ship your system within four business days.

Now, more than ever, you need to maximize your time,

energy and money. NexGen Digital NS from Prophet
Systems is proof that you don't have to give up quality to get
value. NexGen Digital NS stores audio directly on the
workstations, giving it most of the features of our server
based system at a fracticn of its cost. And best of all, we just
lowered the price!

Add what you need -skip wha-. you don't:

 Single workstation NexGer, Digital NS

 An additional station

 Voice Track Recorder

 Digital Reel to Reel for bac kground recording

Real systems -real prices -real simple.

So log on today at www.prophetsys.com/NS or call us at
1.877-774-1010 to receive more information, or an
individually configured quote. Prefer to view the
software in person? No
problem. We'd be happy
to come to your site and
give a demonstration.

innovations
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Managing Technology

stations that rely heavily on AFTRA talent
ceased streaming in 2001 until they could
find a simple way to block from being
webcast those commercials that were
broadcast. A lower -cost agreement negoti-
ated between broadcasters and AFTRA
may finally return the spots to the Web,but
only time will tell.

Statutory license
A major provision of the DMCA is the

allowance of a Statutory License to cover
broad groups of parties-in our case, radio
stations and the record industry. A Statuto-
ry License Fee allows stations to pay one
group, such as the RIAA, to handle the
royalty payments. Otherwise, stations might
have to negotiate with each individual
copyright holder- an onerous task.There
are hopes that a blanket royalty rate for the
entire industry could be negotiated.

The DMCA also allows for other negotiated
agreements. RIAA, AFTRA and others have
also been working on licensing deals with
streaming providers-companies that some
radio stations pay to host their streaming.

Similar negotiations directly with several major radio groups
were blocked by the Copyright Office in December 2001, but
still could gain approval.

Stations that are not yet streaming may want to consider
paying the $20 fee fora Statutory License with the Copyright
Office of the Library of Congress.

The digital future
Seek legal counsel to help you sort out a strategy for an

online presence as there is only one given for U.S. radio in
the digital world: everybody pays.

Commercial and non-commercial stations may have dif-
ferent measures for how the rights organizations will deter-
mine a station's fair share,but ultimately,anyone who wants
to be on the Net will be paying, one way or another.

In the long run, webcasting for broadcasters will end up
being a business decision-just like the rest of our efforts.
Without a good reason for the investment, there is nothing
to sustain. If several thousand dollars a year (or tens of
thousands) in technical and rights costs is beyond a
station's reasonable investment, then the plans for world-
wide reach must be placed on the back burner.

As a mark to level the terrestrial radio's competition from
other forms of media: if everyone pays, so will satellite and
Web -only competitors.

Hanley is director and general manager of WDUQ-FM,
Pittsburgh, PA.

arter way to see sound

With the largest, most detailed symbols library
arid powerful, easy -to -use tools, Stardraw
software lets you design, engineer, price and
present your systems faster, better and more
professionally than ever before.

 titUrtst,;, Del_dt/1t2 It S apOlit time.

STARDRA

 Engineering schematics
High detail rack layouts
Sales presentations

 Custom panel layouts
Architectural layouts
Bills of materials and Excel reports

All the tools you need - no other design
software required
Tens of thousands of high quality product symbols
100s of new products added every month

 New feature every month

WHY USE STARDRAW7

So easy, even a salesman can use it
So powerful, even an engineer will love it
So professional, your customers will demand it

Stardraw Radio coming soon. See it at NAB.

12 March 2002
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The full, articulate sound of the AT4047/SV might just

start another argument about the cause of global warming.

That's because it provides the distinctive, warm sound

of classic F.E.T. studio microphones.

Broadcast professionals will appreciate its elegant design:

the exceptionally low self -noise, transformer -coupled balanced

output, high SPL capability, superior mechanical isolation

and fail-safe reliability. But most of all, they'll appreciate its

impeccable performance, so critical

for today's digital production and

transmission technologies.

Whether the task is a simple

voice-over or a complex live feed,

the AT4047/SV is the perfect solution

in a cold, cruel, digital world.

Audio rechnica U.S Inc
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RF Engineering

DA maintenance
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Trectional antenna maintenance is primari-
I \ ,in ongoing process based on experience
and adequate written records. Admittedly
todaywith tile FCC's greatly reduced logging
requirements, the paperwork can be con-
siderably less than in years past. However,
there is still no excuse fora DA that does not
have adequately written and available
records in the form of maintenance logs. Not
only does a well -maintained logbook pro-
vide a gu ide to the daily operation but it can,

and usually does, give a great deal of diag-
nostic help when a crisis occurs (and even
with the best of maintenance, crises do
occur, usually after normal working hours).

A thorough inspection of the tower and any accessory items must be done
regularly. Photo by Jerry Goforth, WCLV-AM/FM.

Often a quick glance at operating parameter
records will show a situation that has devel-
oped and sometimes might have been avert-
ed if a record had been kept carefully and
analyzed regularly.

A properly recorded, correctly taken and
regularly examined monitor point log is
the best maintenance tool. The Commis-
sion no longer requires regularly taken
and spaced monitor point readings, so it
behooves the conscientious engineer to

make a point of having these readings taken on an accept-
able routine. A slow change will show up when compared
to previous measurements, and should lead immediately
to a check of antenna monitor phase and ratio readings as
well as common point current.

Electrical problems
A sudden large change in antenna monitor readings

should be followed immediately by a check of the monitor
points and log; it should never be followed by a frantic
turning of phasor cabinet knobs in an effort to regain the
normal monitor readings. In the absence of any drastic
change in other operating parameters such a monitor
change should be followed by the usual checks including
common point current. If the system has a built-in Operat-

ing Bridge, the common point impedance should
be checked whenever any of the above out of limit
readings are observed and before assuming that
the array has returned to operation in accordance
with the license.

Even though regular inspections are a thing of
the past there is a lot to be said for the old-timer's
"handy feely" hand check of capacitor and induc-
tor temperatures at sign -off, or even pattern change.
A hot capacitor,or high temperature or discolored
inductor is one of the easiest checks make to run
down undesired and excessive RF current in the
wrong place.

Look for warm spots in the transmission line.
There should be none. It's not unusual for a line to
be ye!), slightly warm, especially indoors where
there is no breeze or air movement to cool it. Any
hot spots are an immediate indication of high
standing waves. AM antenna systems are usually
quite tolerant of standing waves, but VSWRs high
enough to cause heating are usually an indication
of an improperly adjusted antenna system. This
means getting out the 0 -I -B and checking the pha-
sor and ATU lines to find the mismatch.At this point

it will probably be a good idea to check actual base
operating currents as well.

It is very good practice to post the phasor dial readings
by each control knob; and also the common point's upper
and lower current limits by the common point ammeter.
Similarly posting the antenna monitor's phase and current
ratio limits close to the monitor makes for quick referral in
a panic situation.

The fact that an antenna monitor is brand new or just
rebuilt doesn't mean that it is working properly. I've had
several cases where a new, or rebuilt, monitor has come
back with the same poor relay contacts that caused the
original problems.

14 March 2002 www.beradio.com



All -New AutoPii-A" 2
Unleash the Power!

Broadcast Transmitter
Control Software

 Control all sites from one PC
 Wizards for easy setup
 Powerful Scripting
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a high
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
left Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

al ,17. See us at NAB, Booth L1923, April 8-11, 2002!=. - -

Special Offer!'

Order now and rec.t ive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features induce:
 Adjustable Alarm Dela-is
 Adjustable Raiseilower

Durations
 Autoload for PC 3ased

ARC -16 Cor figuration

BUIK
if f. fir;

Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk..Tom

Email: sales@burk.cum
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outers with ATTITUDE
Kiss Audio Crosspoint Routers Goodbye

Routers that go ALL NIGHTLONG,.

Do your mission critical systerrs Measure Up?

Lighthouse Digital Systems, Inc.
1 3465 Colfax Hwy Grass Va I 1 y, CA 95945 800-323-8289

World Class FM Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

ARMSTRONGA
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

FMA- 737

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, inducting
direction/ patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.
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t YOUR SOURCE FOR S
QUALITY AM ANTENNA

SYSTEMS AND
ACCESSORIES

KINTRONIC
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WCBS / WFAN 2 X 30KW AM
DIPLEXER INSTALLED IN

KINTRONICS PREFAB BUILDING
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-
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MODEL: FMC -0.2P

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC.
P.O BOX 845

BRISTOL, TN 37621-0845
PH/FAX: 423-878-3141/4224

WEB SITE:
http://www.kintronic.com

%
EMAIL: ktl@kintronic.com

RF Engineering

If the monitor points areln,"RF
currents are normal and the
antenna monitor is "out," check
the sampling lines.They should
all be buried and any excess
treated equally and also buried.
If the system was properly in-
stalled originally, there will be a
record of the original sampling
line impedances and DC resis-
tances. Checking the immediate
operation against the original
values will give a good idea of
theircondition. It is not unknown
for trucks to drive over soft plac-
es around the tower and dam-
age monitor lines.

If an antenna monitor or tower
monitor input is suspect it can
be verified by changing the in-
puts to the monitor and compar-
ing readings on different inputs.

change operating indications. A strong wind
can move such loops so that misleading
voltages are picked up. Sometimes too, a gale
may move just one such loop, possibly the
reference loop. This can produce strange
antenna monitor readings that tend to lead
one away from the actual mechanical prob-
lems. Anything that affects the reference tower
loop (or current transformer) will impact the
readings for the other towers because it pro-
vides the reference voltage against which the
other towers are checked.

It is not unusual for towers in directional
arrays to support other devices such as FM or
STL antennas. If the AM radiator is not shunt
fed some form of feed line isolation will be
used .This can take the form of a horizontal,or
vertical, quarter -wave isolating stub or an
isocoupler to carry the line across the base
insulator.lt is not unknown for isocouplers to
develop faults and they should not be ig-
nored if serious problems occur that are not

amenable to other solutions.
In the past a surprising number of

If the monitor points are
"in," RF currents are

normal and the antenna
monitor is "out," check

the sampling lines.

Transmission lines are nor-
mally safely buried or mounted
on adequate supporting posts.
However ice has been known
to damage lines in exceptional
conditions and so have van-
dals, so don't be too quick in
dismissing these items in the
long-term examination.

It's important to remember that
RF current transformers in ATUs
can be damaged by lightning or
even RF arcs, therefore they
should be examined for obvi-
ous damage and electrical per-
formance. In this connection it is
important to ensure that the light-
ning protection single turn ring
in the RF connection to the ATUs
be restored after work on tower
bases. If this is omitted the next
storm may put your station off
the air.

Sometimes the insulators hold-
ing the tower -mounted RF cur-
rent loops become cracked and

quarter wave sections have been fine-
ly tuned by means of an air capacitor
across the section. This is an accept-
able method of adjustment. However
it is surprising how many newer engi-
neering entries into the wonderful
field of radio have not come across
these little gimmicks. Such encoun-
ters have sometimes resulted in the

removal or readjustment of these useful"gim-
micks" and caused considerable work in read-
justing the decoupling section.

finally, don't forget the humble field mouse.
Doghouses and even metal ATU cabinets have
an especially strong attraction for these little
animals in the winter:There is protection from
other animals and warmth from the RF energy.
We've all come across cozy mouse nests locat-
ed in the ATU inductances. Sometimes we've
found roasted mice that have short-circuited
coil turns. So, when regularly cleaning out the
ATU cabinets or doghouses,be sure to look for
animal nests in RF areas. Snakes also some
times come in out of the cold.

In summer wasps and bees can often be
found happily building nests in ATUs and
doghouses. Systems that use RF contactors in
doghouses to change antenna patterns have
found that the contactors themselves seem to
have an attraction for these insects. Perhaps
the buzz from the operating coils attracts
them? In any case,be sure that your ATUs and
doghouses are cleared of other natural life
styles.The best way is to seal and close every
conceivable entry point. f
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More than 5000 broac casters use our software in more than 50 nations around tte word.
Our $1499 Simian includes one year of 365/24.7 tech support and software upgrades.
Simian has amazing features, such as streaming spot substitution afficriated online
requests amd touct screen compatibility. Runs on Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME and XP.

www.bsiusa.com 888-bsiusal

Only $1499
including technical

support and upgrades

BSI
Broadcast
Software

International



Networks

contain other existing data formats and
specifies the layout of certain public chunks
with respect to order,what type?,etc.These
formats are typically related, but not limited

to,the storage and deliv-
ery digital multimedia

In a perfect world, data
... should automatically
be transferred to/from

the appropriate traffic or
music rotation system.

RADIO

files. Examples of exist-
ing file formats that are
stored within the RIFF
framework include Au-
dio-visual interleaved
data (.AVI), MIDI infor-
mation (.RMI), Animat-
ed Cursor (.ANI),Wave-
form data (.WAV) and

of course the Broadcast Wave File. Consid-
er that RIFF fi les are simply a framework that
hosts a collection of chunks.

What Is a chunk?
By definition, a chunk is "self-contained

collection of data in a RIFF file"Specifically,
the data takes the form of a fixed length
string that contains a 4 -character chunk
identifier spelled out in alphanumeric text
such as "cart", followed by a 32 -bit chunk
length indicator which describes the size

HARD DI SK LIVE ON AIR

DL4-MAX

 DUAL STUDIO SYSTEMS - AIR & PRODUCTION

 LIVE, SATELLITE & AUTOMATION

 VOICE TRACKING, SEGUES, PHONERS & MORE

 TRIPLE PLAY & RECORD

The DL4 is ideal for a two studio radio
station with On Air & Production Studios. With
simultaneous triple play & record, the On Air Studio has dual
overlapping play while the production studio has both Play
& Record.

of the data portion of the chunk. Chunks provide a simple
and effective method to embed and distribute different types
of information within the standard .WAV (or .BWF) formats.

In addition to the cart chunk proposal,which is also
called AES-X87 International standards organizations such
as the EBU and the Audio Engineering Society (AES) have
proposed a new chunk, AES-31, that permits wave files to
carry multichannel audio plus information and a chunk
that can be used with audio filesspecific to the film industry.

Its name, likely derived from the information that was
found on the labels attached to carts, the "Cart" Chunk
format provides a means to embed basic radio traffic
information and continuity data within a BWF file.The Cart
Chunk standard currently provides 20 fields of informa-
tion, as shown in Table 1.

The Cart Chunk standard is currently under final review
by the SC -06-01 committee on file formats with the expec-
tation of full adoption in late 2002. At this point, several
manufaclurers of digital equipment have included the Cart
Chunk into its data. To learn more about the Cart Chunk
standard point your browser to wwwcartchunk.org. #

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on computer technol-
ogy, is president of Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been approved by the SBE
Certification Committee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certified Broadcast Network-
ing Technologist exam. Contact the SBE at (317) 846-9000 or
go to www.sbe.org for more information on SBE Certification.

Production & Automation

- - SYSTEM --

The DL4 is a broadcast quality hard disk player and recorder. It
is not a PC computer with audio on it, but is a hard disk audio appliance
that is controlled by PC computers. If the PC fails the DL4 continues playing.
The DL4 even has a cart machine like front panel for manual control.

The Digilink Family of Hard Disk products is the #1 Satellite Automation system with
sold around the world.

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com

.3is t
Just a'docopiet

2pc,1"

1000's
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Inspiring deals on professional audio, video anc lighting equipment

from the people who know everything about it.

7( MR4,0, ef-P"o Great deals. All the time.
800.476.9886

Neeu LAt( 11,1,,,1 ours.

8am to 1Cpm CST M -F.

10am to Epm CST Sat.

Call 800.356.5844
-O FULL COMPASS -

Cam to 5:30pm :,ST

8001 Terrace Avenue M cdleton. WI 53562 USA www 11c)mpass com



FCC Update

New standards for
towers near historic sites
By Harry Martin

Ary

ccording to a new fact sheet to be issued by
the FCC, broadcasters who propose to lo-
cate their tennas on new towers near
histori ill face greater scrutiny to
determi environmental impact of
their towers.

The proliferation of wireless towers has
drawn the ire of the National Conference of
State Historic Preservation Officers (NC-
SHPO), which sees the recent rapid in-
crease in towers as a threat to historic sites.
With their consciousness raised, NCSHPO
and the Advisory Council on Historic Pres-
ervation (ACHP) signed an agreement with
the FCC on March 16,2001 to protect histor-
ic sites from encroaching towers.The new
fact sheet, which is available at
wwwfcc.gov/mmb/mmb_siting.html, em-
bodies this agreement.

The agreement encourages collocation
on existing towers, buildings and other
structures,striving to protect historic prop-
erties while reducing the need for new
towers. However, the agreement-which is
peppered with references to the wireless
communications facilities that inspired it-
is ambiguous as to its applicability to broad-
casters.The fact sheet, released jointly by
the FCC's Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau and Media Bureau, clarifies that
broadcasters are indeed covered. In fact,
broadcasters may face serious sanctions,
such as fines, if they locate on a structure
that does not adhere to the agreement.

The terms of the agreement are straightfor-

ward.Commission licensees and applicants
must comply with National Historic Preser-
vation Act (NHPA) procedures for facilities
that may affect sites that are listed or eligible
for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places.lf a broadcaster's antenna is located
on a tower, building or other structure con-
structed on or before March 16, 2001, the
broadcaster likely falls underthe agreement's
grandfathering clause and will not need
new review under the NHPA, except under
enumerated special circumstances.

But if a broadcaster is located on a tower,

building or structure built after March 16, 2001, it must
ensure that the tower has passed muster under the NHPA
and has documentation to prove it. Collocation on a new
tower will still require review if: (a) the NHPA analysis is not
yet complete; (b) the FCC has determined that the colloca-
tion has a continuing adverse effect on an historic proper-
ty; (c) a complaint against the collocation's impact on an
historic property is before the FCC; or (d) the collocation
will result in a substantial increase in the size of the tower.

Broadcasters who locate on new towers that were built
after March 16,2001 but which have not undergone historic
review may face sanctions.To avoid this fate, broadcasters
should check with the relevant State Historic Preservation
Officer behre putting their antennas on a "new" tower.Also,
broadcasters leasing space on "new" (i.e., post -March 16,
2001) towers might also consider insisting on a clear provi-
sion in their lease agreements requiring the tower owner to
demonstrate and maintain its compliance with NHPA.

Independent reviews by the FCC, ACHP and NCSHPO of
the impact of collocations on historic sites have been infa-
mously cumbersome, often resulting in long construction
delays. The NCSHPO/ACHP/FCC agreement is intended to
streamline that process. The fact sheet, in turn, provides
guidance to broadcasters on how to satisfy NHPD require-
ments and speed review of requests to collocate on new
towers. Additionally, the ACHP has organized a telecom
working group to streamline historic preservation siting
requirements and create a model that individual states may
use to speed their own reviews of the impact of communica-
tions antenna and related infrastructure on historic sites.

EEO update
In January, the Supreme Court declined to consider an

appeal of a decision by the federal appeals court in Wash-
ington, holding that the FCC's former equal employment
opportunity rules were unlawful. The Supreme Court's
decision is the end of the line for the Commission's old EEO
rules,which had been adopted in 2000.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@lhhlaw.com.

illineHnariglw
No biennial ownership reports are due in 2002.

However, new permittees, new licensees as well as
parties acquiring stations are required to file owner-
ship reports within 30 days after approval of a con-
struction permit, the filing of an initial license applica-
tion or -he consummation of a transfer or assignment.
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Strike one, you're out.
A single bolt of lightning can throw you off the air for hours - even days.

Even if your grounding exceeds minimum
requirements, you could be in for some major
league problems. One New England TV station
lost $140 300 in equipment costs, plus untold
amounts n revenue, from lightning damage.
A midweE:ern FM station was tossed off the air
for several weeks, costing them thousands of
dollars. And lightning doesn't affect just com-
mercial stations. Virtually every transmission
tower - whether for police and fire stations, 911
call centers or telecommunications - is at risk.

The only way to play it safe is to upgrade

your grounding system to 1-5 ohm resistance,
as recommended by IEEE. At a fraction of
wiat it would cost to repair and replace dam-
aged equipment, you can get a correctly sized.
properly installed copper -based grounding
system. It's what these two stations did. And
lightning hasn't been a problem since.

Learn how to protect your station from striking
cut - get our Power Quality CD-ROM
and case histories today. Call CDA at
888-480-4276. Or visit us at
http://powerquality.copperorg.

e/Copper Development Association Inc.
260 Madison Avenue  New York NI, II)016
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Vhat's the biggest part of the NAB convention? It has to be the
products and services on the exhibit floor. W.th the expansion of the

new South Hall is the Las Vegas Convention Center, there is even more
ground to cover. The NAB Extra! is your preview into some of the products

making their shc.w debut this year. Some of the trends to look for IBOC
com?atibility, updated operating systems, USB and other high-speed

bus enhancements, and feature integration.

Windows XP automation
CartworkE/dt rn Systems
Booth L 2957

Mission Control A rado audio storage and playback working
on the Wind.: -As XF pl atform. Designed for tighter integra-
tion wit ail areas ol:4ation operation. System is suitable for
audio produ:tion, siding, on -air, satellite, voice tracking.
Internet, remote na-gurement and many other features.

8(13-ic 5-7234: fax 601-853-9916

aartw.:artu oris.com; sales@cartworks.com

IVIP3 sound card
A udioScience
Booth L 297:E

AS11342:T1is
audio adapter is

at be to deliver m alti74e
streams of MPEC lays- 3
(MP.11..1 e ASI4342 replac-

es the ASI4312 anc provides two s-..e-
reo outputs, ore stereo in )tn., :
record stream and four play streams.
In addition to %1P3 the card can also
pass MPEG Larr 2 and both big- and
lit e-endian if -pit PCM. Includes .1..12
breakout cable;. Drivers are provi:ed
forWindows 98 Me NT,20CC nd XP as
well as Linux.

302-324-5:13; fax 302-138-9434

wwwadosience.com

salesChascience.con

Mad 2002

Compact RF filter
Dielectric
Booth L 2915
Booth L 8442
1400Series FM Filter. Acompact KicW
Fvl filterdesigned forbandpass. no:ch
aid constant impedance filtercorfig-
urations for system flexibility.This de-
sign is an enhancement to the fi ed
proven iris -coupled technology
u;ed in the 1800 and 2400 Series FM
filters.The 1400 Series filterline of:ers
superior performance in economical
package.

800-341-9678; fax 207-655-7120

vnvwdielectric.com

dcsalesedielectficafn

CD recorder
HHB

Booth L 3226
CDR 830 BurnIT
PLUS: Fully featured
p-ofessional CD recorder offers 24 -bit AD:DA converters, precision laser assem-
b.y,balanced XLR analog l/Os,an SCIV.S-free digital input,balanced digital output
aid word clock output.

310-319-1111; fax 310-319-131t invinthltb.co.uk: sales@bhbusa.com

Solid-state
portable recorder
Sonifex Ltd
Booth L 2466

Courier CO-STD-USB: Now has a USB
connection to enable fast data trans-
fer to a PC. The BBC has purchased
more than 150 units. Supplied with
the Courier is software connect to
Windows Explorer. The USB connec-
tion allows the flashcarc or hard disk
used for recording to be permanent-
ly stored in the Courier without the
need for removal. Files can be quick-
ly downloaded to a PC by TSB, the
disk wiped and recording started again
in a fraction of the time normally
needed.

201-173-2424; fax 211-773-2422

wwwsonifamulc sain@sonifeLzA

www.beradio.com



Introducing the WorldNet Milano
from Audio Processing Technology

Audio Processing Technology Ltd +44 28 9037 1110 Fax: +44 28 9037 11.37
Audio Proct-ssing Technology Inc 'Fel: +l 323 463 2963 Fax: +1 323 463 8878

Audio Processing Technology KK Tel : +81 3 3520 1020 Fax: +81 3 3520 1022

In the broadcast studio as much as on the running

track, there are times when delay just isn't an

option.

WorldNet Milano guarantees negligible coding

delay, resilience to multiple coding alone with

increased dynamic range by offering 16, 20 anc

24 -bit Enhanced apt-XTM"

It is a full duplex, multi -channel ISDN audio code.:

with optional SMPTE timecode.

For inter -studio networking, temporary broadcasts

and STL applications with ISDN backup, WorldNet

Milano leaves the competition standing.

A
AUDIO PROCESSING

E C fi N ()LOG(

aptmarketing@aptx.com www aptx.:om
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PC editing
software
Syntrillium Software
Booth L 2469
Cool Edit Pro 2.0: New version offers PC users a range
of new features such as real -line effects and track EQ,. 0 PIP

disk -at -once CD burning, MIDI and video playback
support, MTC master generation, six new DSP effects,
loop -based music composition, and a complessed-
loop file format. Topping the list of new features are

real-time effects and EQ. This allows users to add any of the more than 40
supplied DSP or any third -party DirectX effects as well as EQ on the fly, as
opposed to applying the settings once the recording process is complete.

888-941-7100; fax 480-941-8170 www.syntrillium.com; sales@syntrillium.com

MY.

IBOC exciters
Broadcast Electronics
Booth L 2705
FXi-60 and FSi-30:The FXi-60 is a direct -to -channel digital exciter offering a variety
01 input options. Input selection and all other operating parameters are prc gram-
mable from a full -color front panel LCD screen. Can be used as the only Exciter
in a low-level combined FM IBOC installation.With the use of an optional IBOC
input card, the FXi-60 will accept the input from the IBOC signal generator and
will then drive a Broadcast Electronics IBOC transmitter with the combinec IBOC
signal, eliminating the need for a separate IBOC exciter and external combiner
and filter.The FSi-30 is a third -generation IBOC signal generator. Can also act as
the IBOC signal generator for AM IBOC.

217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9601; www.bdcast.com; InIcast@bdcastcom

We've changed light
bulbs so you don't have to.

www.3bligh Mc .com

ari

- - SIN;
LED Based Dual High

Intensity System
Including LEDDuard

L 864 LED Based Beacon

Audio
interface card
Lynx Studio
Technology
Booth L 3226

I

ir
41"

acLTIP 0-173'

Lynx L22: Capable of capturing
or generatingsignals beyond the

audio bandwidth up to 100kHz with
extreme accuracy, and achieving a
dynamic range of 115dB, the L22 brings

the performance of high -end stand-
alone converters into the DAW envi-
ronment.The L22 joins a range of Lynx
interfaces that already includes the
LynxONE two -channel and LynxTWO
multichannel reference audio cards.

949-515-8265 x205; fax 949-645-8410

www.lynxstudio.com: sales@lynxstudio.com

3y using LED technology Honeywell has
treated a system that will change the way
)eople see obstruction lighting. It's the only
_ED system that has been approved by the
:AA, it uses 90% less energy than compara-
)le incandescent systems, and is guaranteed
:o last for at least 5 years. So you save time

and money. Isn't it time you changed your obstruction light bulbs?
For more information, call 1-805-581-5591.

11-1nrinvtivoll

THE UNLIMITED PARTNERSHIP
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it or let our 25 -plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our
first -quality products at your station at no

   But don't take our word for

...at a cost savings means real
value in any broadcast market.

11

risk with our no-fault, 30 -day return policy.

OMEGA FM DIGITAL PROCESSOR/GENERATOR
pluOJS6u1/6Lult:0-yeti WiiiiUlit DSP chips! air

NEuncomplicated
software -based design gives a big, bright

IP rr-ind clean sound. A short signal path keeps latency low and
your audio fresh and grunge-free.

"DAVID -II" FM PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN
Famous the world over for a competitive, clean sound at a
budget price. PWM processing and digital -synthesis coding
guarantee great specs, easy setup and trouble -free operation.

FM MOD -MONITOR WITH PRESELECTOR
Acculu off -air modulation measurement with an easy -to -

read display, 8 station presets, multipath metering and
remote alarms. A companion subcarrier monitor/demod
measure. and high-speed data.

OFF -AIR AM MOD -MONITOR
realuie:, a Lulli.-Hi pieselector, two sets of peak
flashers, program- and carrier -loss alarms and an RS -232 in-
terface. An active outdoor antenna is optionally available.

RDS/RBDS ENCODERS/DECODERS
Interactive encoder (shown) works with hard -disk

i  automation to transmit song titles, contests and advertising.
NOV' We make a low-cost "mini encoder" too, and a full -function RDS/RBDS decoder/reader.

Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com

Visit us at NAB Booth# L2337.

Inovonics, Inc. C)
1305 Fair Avenue  Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554



Radio monitoring and control system
Aztec Radiomedia

Booth L13362
FMTEL5: Aztec Radiomedia IP2 remote control
technology enables the remote supervision of
multiple FM transmissions and their respective RF:

audio and RDS parameters. 1P2 permits high-level open
administration via common browsers and standard Internet services. Out-of-
bou nd events generate alarms that can be monitored via standard IP protocols.

703-875-9100:fax103-875-9161:vnwartic-radiomedia.comcontact@altec-radiomalia_lom
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Digital Signal Generator

WVYNIV.

1888) 232-3268
OM

Broadcast Electronics
has developed a new
IBOC signal generator
that eliminates the need
for a second exciter in
many IBOC FM upgrades.

Introducing the FS1143.
Installed along with our new *1
l="1160 digital FM exciter,
everything you need to
run common amplifier
IBOC digital is combined
and sent to the transmitter.

No costly external
combiners, no filters,
no second exciter or
generator. You save
money and time with
less gear and fewer
headaches.

You can also use the
F.Sii/13 to convert your
AM station. Just connect
to the input of most any
solid state AM transmitter
and you're ready to
broadcast in digital.

For more information on the new

,-,S114) IBOC generator contact your

Broadcast Electronics representative.

2002. The BE emblerr is regitored trademorl of Broadcast Electronics, Inc 8E0302

Ceiling light sound
difussor
Acoustics First
Booth L 1957

Mit ""71e
Ma.

Transfussor: This cover fits over stan-
dard 2' x 2' ceiling light fixtures and
reduces acoustic reflection and visu-
al glare. It is based on the Art Diffusor
Model C also from Acoustics First.The
two-dimensional design covers a four -
octave range from 250Hz to 16kHz.

888-765-2900: fax 804-342-1101

www.acousticsfirstaim: do@acousticsfirst.com

Digital audio test set
TerraSonde
Booth L 2103

Digital Audio Toolbox: Based on the
original Audio Toolbox, this test set
offers more than 25 digital audio test,
analysis and utility functions in one
portable device. The DSP-powered
Digital Audio Toolbox has digital in-
puts, and digital and analog outputs,
word clock in and out and a serial port.
Supported digital formats include AF -S-
3, S/PDIF Toslink and ADAT, with bit
depths up to 24 bits and sample rates
up to 96kHz. Users can check lock
between two digital sources and pro-
vide an analog output for monitoring.
Also includes a digital audio cable
tester that can determine the injected
interface jitter for a particular cable.
Other tests include digital transparen-
cy,latency,jitter,bit depth,header infor-
mation, bit errors, word clock and bit
clock.The Digital Generator creates a
wide variety of standard digital audio
test signals.

888-433-2821: fax 303-545-6066

www.terrasonde.com- info@terrasonrIP rom
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IBOC DAB exciter
Nautel

Booth L 2323
NE IBOC Digital Exciter:Tunes within the AM and FM bands to provide an

iBiquity IBOC signal. Supplementary data services are also supported.
Capabilities are incorporated to allow pre -distortion of magnitude and phase

of the individual IBOC subcarriers in order to correct for transmission system
variations. System time can be synchronized to an external precision GPS time

reference. Purchasers will be required to obtain a license from iBiquity Digital
in order to use the exciter's resident IBOC software.

207-947-8200; fax 201-947-3693; www.nautel.com; info@nautel.m

IF RECORDING QUALITY IS THE ISSUE -

OUR 3541 MICROPHONE IS THE SOLUTION

Nothing comes close to the

exceptional quality provided

by the all -new large

diaphragm Type 3541 -

the microphone that

sets new standards

in recording tech-

nology. Combining

outstanding build

quality with unrivalled

specifications, the Type 3541

ensures that from today, your soloist

recordings need never be compromise

Only Type 3541 delivers:
 The highest output available
 Extremely Icw self noise
 High SPL handling characteristics
 Choice of solid state or tube preamp technology
 All accessories included in sturdy carrying case

p
qui
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M ICROPHONES

TGI North America Inc.
335 Gage Ave., Suite #1 Kihener,ON Canada N2M 5E1
Tel:(519)745-1158 Fax:(519!745-2364 Toll Free Dealer Fax: (803)525-7081

TERATtJRE HOT NE: litplease@tgina.com

r_1:ialf 11 h;i" rip r_.) r_)111 2 21
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Studio furniture
Mager Systems

Booth L 2030

Sound Choice Furniture: This series
of stock furniture uses high -quality
materials to supply curved and round
countertops with 19 -ply, 1-1/2" thick
plywood tops-not melamine of par-
ticle board. Standard and optional
color choices are available as are
several custom options. Systems re-
quire no cabinet assembly. Surfaces
are fully sealed and have no laminate
to crack, peel or chip.

623-180-0045; fax 623-780-9860

www.magersystems.com

mager@magersystems.com

CD mass ripper
OMT Technologies
Booth L 1916

CC CC:

iMediaExpressEncoder: A CD mass
ripper system that automates the rip-
ping process.TTA data can be import-
ed and tagged. Files can be converted
to M P2,M P3,WMA or I inear PCM (WAV).

Each file can be saved into one of four
different bit -rates or file formats at one
time.Works with CD jukebox systems
for unattended operation.The system
capacity is limited only by the capac-
ity of the jukebox and disk storage.The
GUI interface runs on Windows. Sys-
tem is designed to be compatible with
any automation system running Win-
dows. 2,000 cuts can be ripped in
about eight hours. Works with NSM
CD -R 100XA jukeboxes or equivalent.

888-665-0501; fax 204-783-5805

www.omtnet omt@omtnet
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Digital audio codec

Audio Processing Technology
a Booth L 3243

WorldNet Milano:Featuresstandard and
enhanced apt -X, the company's upgrad-

ed data compression algorithm, which offers a reduction in coding delay,
improvements in audio quality and increased dynamic range. Features four

ISDN interfaces (S or U), permanent digital links, and has available audio
irandwidths from 10Hz to 22.5kHz with corresponding synchronous bit rates
from 56kb/s to 576kb/s. This full duplex, multichannel ISDN audio codec is

suitable for inter -studio networking,remote broadcasts and STL applications.
323-463-2963; fax 323-463-8818; vimapfx.com; aptmarketing@aptuom

l

Insert Tab A

How to Monitor Ina light Situation

The new RM- I is the ideal solution
for monitoring needs In tight
industrial environments. Irs the
perfect speaker for machine rooms,
VTR monitoring. surveillance, mobile
and stationary control rooms, theme
park applications or any other
situation where monitoring Is

needed and space is fight.

45 ..1./ P, -   
Am_ I !WEN° PACK MUNRO.
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Features include:
Dual Stereo Inputs with Independent volume
conhols.

Switchable Mahlx IL/R/Mono/Stereol with high
Intensity multi colored LED's which tally the mode
selected.

Signal Presence/Amplitude Indicator.

Balanced and Unbalanced I/0s.

Universal Stereo Headphone jack with ample
volume for noisy machine room environments

Fully shielded to prevent interference with video
monitors or VTR rape machines

that results in outstanding frequency response.
Considering the limited space enclosure. This
revoluttonary transducer was developed by Foster

 
A A to

FOSteX
www.fostex.com 15431 Blackburn Ave. Norwalk, CA 90650  562.921.1112

On -air console
Studer
Booth L 2542

On -Air 1000: Via an integrated router,
each of the 10 input modules can be
routed on any of the 10 channel fad-
ers, which gives extensive flexibility.
Access rights can be defined in accor-
dance with the experience and skills
of the operator thus allowing the ac-
cess to the router functions toselected
personnel only. The management of
user access rights reduces the risk of
human error during preparation, pro-
duction and live transmission and
includes many other functions be-
sides the input routerThe On -Air 1000
comes with 10 channel faders and
two master faders, two stereo bargraph
meters, two phase correlators and a
monitoring and talkback feature set.

416-510-1347; fax 416-510-1294

mwi.studer.ch; sales@studecch

Warning light
CBT Systems
Booth L 2525

On -air light: The unit features tradi-
tional sand casting, buffed aluminum
housing and Plexi-glass lens.The light
easily installs on a standard two -gang
j -box and optional legends and flash-
er module availableAdditionally,CBTS
offers a full studio and control room
"On -Air" lighting control system that
interfaces to switcher and/or audio
production consoles' "On -Air" status
and tally indicators.The optional leg-
ends"standby'silencenand"applause"
are available for an additional $25.00
as well as the optional flasher module.

858-536-2927; fax 858-536-2354

wbwi.cbt-netcom; domen@cht-net.com

32 March 2002 www.beradio.com



Matrix
QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.

5 -

WIRELESS

5 kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones

 Up to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM

15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
potable In -larsat
terminals (rith optional
ISDN module)

 15 kHz non-eal-time,
"S -.ore and-=orward"
feature mad be used on
many mobile circuits

 Optional battery kit
de.ivers por.er for
up to 7 hot. -s

1122.422,00

THE CODEC FOR TODAY

ISDN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 1200 baud ancillary
data available

 Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

* ISDN module required

THE CODEC FOR THE FUTURE

You- remote equipment toolbox

may already include ISDN and

POTS codecs plus a slew of other

stuf. Now th ey are talking abcut

high speec GSM digital wireless-

and coming soon...3G.

The Matrix's modular approac i is

designed with this fu-ure

in mind. The core cf

the Matrix's flexi3ilty

revolves around 'ull

access to its powerful

coding engine throLgh

easily inserted

modLles a -c upgradeable f ash

memory. Whatever may be coning

dowr the communications pip3lile,

the Matrix s ready.

POTS

 15 kHz full -duplex audio on a standa-d
telephone line

 Ava table in portable or
rackmount versions

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud

 "Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
transmission at any data rate

Broadcasters
General Store

'AAA/ 1111E%, 2480 SE 52nd St., Ocala FL 34480-7500
Tel: (352) 622-7700 Fax: (352) 629-7000

Email: info@broadcastdealer.com www.broadcastdeEler.com
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Eatra! The Products
Audio processor
Omnia Audio
Booth L 2251
Omnia-4.5fm:With its 96kHzsampling rate,
24 -bit resoiution, stereo and bass enhance-
ment features, five -band limiter and AGC,

the Omnia-4.5fm offers extensive sound control. Software up-
ddleS are simplified with the exclusive PC -Card -based design. Also includes
I :t hemet remote control, digital I/O with automatic sample -rate conversion, pilot -
protected distortion -canceling composite clipper and a full -color TFT display.

216 -241-3343:fax 216-241-4103; VIVAV.OMniaaudio.com; info@omniaaudia.com

siTek",

Tube mic preamp
Aphex Systems

Booth L 24134

e
207: Built on the foundation of the 107, including the patented Reflected Plate
Amplifier tube circuit, the 207 adds the patented Aphex MicLim circuit.The 207
is a two -channel tube microphone preamplifier and instrument direct interface.
Additional features: two independent channels, microphone and instrument
inputs on each channel, 20 -to 65dB of continuously variable gain, switchable 48V
phantom power with ramp -up feature, input polarity reverse, 20dB pad and low-
cut filter switches, LED headroom meter display for each channel, switchable -
10dBV/+4dBu operating level, balanced XLR and 1/4 -inch I/O.

818-16 -2929; fax 818-767-2641; www.ap'Isecom; sales@aphaccom

Broadcasfin
to the woild

p

Internet
veice tracking
RCS
Booth L 2533, L 5303, S6,318
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Master Control addition: Allows sta-
tioas to use off -site air talentwith Inter-
net access.Voice tracking allows one
person to create eight shows or more
in the time someone normally does
one live.Real Feel InternetVoiceTrack-
ing allows control of song starts, fades,
and placement of voiceovers.

914-428-4600; fax 9'4-428-5922

ativaucsworks.com; infa@nsworks.com

COMET NORTH AMERICA
421 Wards Corner Road

Cincinnat, Ohio 45140
Ph:15131 831-5000

Fx: M13)831-7889

www.cometna.com

1,1,&01.uv

,aesias.a,

& SW transmitters

Professional HV test equipment to
regularly test spares

Teamed in North America with Kintronic
Labs to provide engineering expertise to
broadcasters

Kintronic Labs, Inc
144 Plea >a 11 Grove Road

Bluff Cali, TN 376 8

Ph.14231 8143-314l

Fx: 14231878-4224

www.kirlromc.com

www.beradiomm



A Console for Every Radio Station

'200 Series
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Revolution Series

Digital Audio Console

Features, Quality, & Reliability
For more than twenty years, Arrakis

Consoles ha%e led the Radio Indi_stry

in innovation, quality & price

math Vh)
systems inc.

For more detailed information visit us a : www.anskis-systems.com or call: (970) 461-0730



Digilink-Free On Air Software

Professional On Air Radio Software for FREE!!!
By Rod Graham, Arrakis Systems

Digilink-Free On Air software for the Windows PC was

introduced at the April, 2001 NAB convention in Las Vegas.

At that show, the Arrakis booth was mobbed and Digilink-Free

received a trade magazine award. Since then, more than 10,000

copies of the software have been downloaded and downloads

continue at 1,000 per month. With Digilink-Free on air all around

the world, it is obvious that the pioneering concept of free radio

software has proven to fill a real world need for professional

broadcasters.

Why FREE Software?
The answer is simple. Technology waits for no one. Companies

can lead, follow or get out of the way, and Arrakis Systems has

been a technology leader for more than 20 years. PC software

& hardware for On Air Radio is not the rocket science it was

ten years ago, when Arrakis began building digital audio systems

(we actually hired a Russian Rocket Scientist). Today, the clear

trend in the computer industry is toward free to extremely low

cost software & hardware products. Digilink -Free is simply

another Arrakis technology first

A NO Compromise Radio Station in a Box!!!
Digilink-Free is a powerful and full featured Live On Air

and On Air Automation system, complete with internal Scheduling

and Production Record capabilities.

With thousands of Arrakis Hard Disk Audio systems around

the world, we are experts in radio automation, and we have made

Digilink-Free one of the most capable products at any price.

As an example, Digilink-Free plays uncompressed .wav, MP2,

and MP3 formats and can actually mix 3 audio files to Air at

the same time for a music segue with voice over. To vastly

improve Scheduling & Production, Digilink-Free will adjust a

short 28 second spot on play back to an exact 30 seconds without

any post -production. Not just an On Air product, the internal

Digilink-Free Scheduling system is complete. It supports both

manually assembled and imported schedules. Compatible with

Arrakis Digilink IV Schedule and Logging formats, it interfaces

with all leading 3rd party music and traffic scheduling systems.

For Production, Digilink-Free features manual and timed recording

plus a powerful voice tracking system to quickly assemble your

show.

424 27 R4
.14
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On Air, Scheduling & Production

Live On Air with Cart stack & Jingles

Flexible Hard Disk Automation

One Week Air Schedule

One Week Timed Record Schedule

Touch Screen Compatible

Hundreds of Jingles at your Fingertips

Fird Carts FAST by #, Title, Artist-, Time .

Time Adjust - a 28 sec spot can play in 30 sec

Use Start and Kill Dates to Control Play

Drop Events in Over -Scheduled Hours

Voice Track your Show in Just Minutes

Compatible with BPI & TM Music Services

Multi -format Audio . .WAV, MP2, MP3

Much, Much More . .



DIGILINK+ PLUS
NEW FOR 2002

Digilink+Plus with Hardware control!!!
for those few times Diglink-Free needs more power

Digilink-Free is the perfect Radio Station in a Box, and it is

FREE! It is an integrated software package that supports Live

On Air, On Air Hard Disk Automation, Scheduling. and

Production. As an integrated software package it is perfect!

There are times though that you may need the hardware

power of a second play channel for cueing, or console start

control, RS232 machine control, audio routing switcher support,

a network time sync, or more. For these times, there is

Digilink+Plus. Simply add a 2nd audio card to your PC and

Digilink+Plus, and you will have a second play channel for

cueing. Combine Digilink+Plus software with Router+Plus

hardware (shown below), and you have console logic in control,

routing switcher control (4 in X 6 out), and more.

If you need full featured, professional satellite automation,

Arrakis now has Digilink+Sat II! 111

Use Digilink-Free everywhere that you can, but you now

have the option of using Digilink+Plus wherever you need the

power of professional broadcast quality hardware.

Digillnk+Plus, $49.95
Control a 2nd audio card.

RS232 serial control,
audio router control',
console start control',
much, much more . . .

MORE OPTION

SchedulIng+Plus, $49.95
This seperate scheduling

utility is ideal for manually
scheduling traffic, music,
promos, PSAs, and other

audio files. Print Logs.

7.7,N-TraTFT:'

04."111.1

Audlo Flle Manager+Plus, $19.95
This invaluable utility enables you

to copy and name files, quickly
rename, assign intro & extro times,
start & kill dates, etc. to thousands

of files. Save many, many -lours
of your time

'requires Rounter+Plus hardware. sold separately
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DIgIllnk+Sat, $999.95
Digilink+Plus with full Satellite
automation. IDs, liners, commercial
breaks, auto -time adjust of breaks.
supports 3 satellite channels.

'requires Rounter+Plus Hardware, sold separately

Voice

Muslc+Plus, $49.95
Powerful music scheduling.

Set selection criteria, create
song libraries, rotations,

perform confilict
management, & more

S

ORDERING DIGILINK-FREE PRODUCTS
(Visa & Mastercard accepted, phone or web purchase)

DigIllnk-Free
Download (built-in Help) FREE

CD-ROM (includes PDF Manual) 519.95
DIgIllnk+Plus Products (all CD-ROMS)

Digilink+Plus (software & PDF Manual) S49.95
Router+Plus (router & closures) S399.95

Digilink+Sat (software + PDF Manual) S999.95
Audo =ile Manager+Plus S19.95

Scheduling+Plus S49.95
Music+Plus S49.95

Operator Certification S99.95
Installer Certification $149.95

Custorrer Support (1-900) S2.50 / min

4>
-1

t

SPECIAL EDUCATION DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE :4

S9.95 Shipping & Handling (Ground)
S19.95 Shipping & Handling ( Next Day Air)

www.ARRAKIS-SYSTEMS.COM
970-461-0730, Fax 970-663-1010, e-mail salescrParrakis-systems.com



Digilink-Free a new low cost console

A low cost radio console for Digi irk -Free

The success of Arrakis Digilink-Fire,

a free On Air Software package, has

emphasized the need for professional,
yet inexpensive products for the Radio
Industry. As the #1 manufacturer of low

cost consoles, Arrakis is introducing a
new console, at the April. 2002 NAB

convention in Las Vegas. This is an
innovative NEW console which has been

designed from the ground up to meet this

emerging market need. Features that are
important in this product are low price,
extreme ease of installation, and a zero
maintenance design.

Modulux #1 Furniture System

World Famous Cabinetry
Flex ble MDiularCesix*

Richest OLE. ity Materials

Asseribla n M lutes

'or Imnediate Derry

Offilift
systems Inc.

Phone 97C-461-0730 f Lt.i sal es@a-rakls-systems.com

No engineer required

Arrakis is famous for product innovation in

its Revolution Consoles, Digilink
Automation Systems. and modular Modulux

Furniture Designs. This new console follows

in the same tradition and embraces the
realities of today's Radio Stations by being

primarily designed to accept consumer
source equipment: CD players, MDs, DAT,

etc. Today's consumer products are so high

performance and so inexpensive, that the
traditional balanced, high level, professional

consoles and sources have little to no
advantage. If the consumer CD player fails,

you simply replace it rather than use an
expensive engineer's time to repair it. The

other obvious advantage is that an engineer
is not required to wire the studio. If you
can plug in a stereo system you can plug in
this console.

10 channels - analog & digital

the next important requirement for this
console is that it be fully featured to handle

today's sophisticated station needs. To that
end, the new console has 10 total stereo
line or full featured telephone inputs. The

console is fully digital on the inside with
source logic control and all of the features
that you expect in an Arrakis Radio Console

T IncaINRB

Introductory NAB price ...
ONLY $1,495

By Rod Graham, Vice President
Arrakis Systems

Phone: 970-461-0730
E -Mail: sales@arrakis-systems.com



THE ISSUES, THE PEOPLE, THE TECHNOLOGY

Can you a or

Referred to by Advertising Age as the advertising industry's soft-spoken visionary,

DDB Worldwide Communications Group Chairman. Keith Reinhard, thinks Radio

deliver; more personal, more precise images than any other advertising medium.

He will first inspire you and then challenge you as he illustrates his keys of

advertising at The NAB Radio Luncheon, Tuesday, April 9. Dick Orkin, from

The Radio Ranch, will be inducted into the NAB 3roadcasting Hall of Fame.

Sponsored by:

The World'
Make change your

Conferences:

(

Keith Reinhard
Chairmen of DDB Worldwide
Communications Group, Inc

Dick Orkin
The Radio Ranch
NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame

This April, NAB2002 promises to be a Show like no other - giving you the

opportunity to reenergize yourself, your team and your stations. Be sure to attend

the FCC Chairman's Breakfast - Chairman Powell and ABC's Sam Donaldson

go head -to -head discussing key radio and television issues.

Sponsored by: tai-00
Capital

The Honorable
Michael Powell
FCC Chairman
FCC Chairman's Breakfast

Sam Donaldson
ABC News
FCC Chairman's Breakfast

Register by March 1 and save up to S200 on the Full Conference Package.

For more details, visit www nab.org/conventions/nab2002

 NAB2002  www.nab.orgiconventions/nab2002
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NAB Egra! The Produclts
Automatic mic mixer
Dan Dugan Sound Design
Booth L 2918
Model D-2: Includes the features of the Model D,but
with digital signal processing. Includes a separate
control panel, three processing groups for multi-
channel mixing, and group assigns for each chan-
nel that allow the creation of left -center -right panned

mixes without shifting the ambience.The processor unit provides eight analog
line -level channel inputs and eight outputs on XLR connectors.

415-821-9776; fax 415-826-7699; www.dandugan.com; dan@dandugan.com

/UPTO
3 CONSOLES

PER ENGINE

WITH BUILT

IN ROUTER

ROUTER 1

COIR 0 I.

AUDIO

1
FROM ANY

ENGINE MAY

BE USED IN

ANY STUDIO

REMOTE MIXING

ROUTING AND

MAINTENANCE

FROM ANY

NETWORK P(

PERVISOR"" Pr

PC

Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need to easily manage all the

audio in your facility. Logitek has the solution. The heart of our system is a router -based

digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing, routing and return feeds your studios
require plus a whole lot more. Add to this our full line of console control surfaces, router
control heads and PC -based control programs and you will find a solution that is just
right for you. Why choose between a console and a router when you can have both for
the price of one? Call today. 800-213-5870 or visit our website at www logitekaudio com

Logitek

A

;
Wireless phone
audio interface
JK Audio
Booth L 2552

°aPtor
Two

JK k
.-nona Audio Interf

.4" $C
 Pharr..

Daptor Two: The
Daptor limo plugs into

71 the 2.5mm headset jack
of a cell phone to allow

users to send and receive audio from
a mixer or tape recorder through the
phone.This passive box features trans-
former -balanced XLR inputs and out-
puts and unbalanced 1/4" inputs and
outputs. A field mixer can be used for
wireless remotes or IFB feeds.

800-552-8346; fax 815-786-8502

mwijkaudio.cam; info@ikaudio.com

PC sound card
Digigram

Booth L13362
14.4

MixArt8CN: ACo-
braNet I/O module for

the miXart8 sound card, miXart com-
bines Digigram onboard processing
with audio mixing functions. When
connected to third -party CobraNet-
compliant devices, miXart8CN is the
foundation of powerful audio sys-
tems distributed over large -area net-
works. The core of the system, the
miXart8, has eight (or four stereo)
analog I/O paths, including four stu-
dio -quality microphone preamps on
its input bank. Eight channels of Co-
braNet input and eight channels of
CobraNet output are provided, oper-
ating independently of the analog
inputs/outputs. The network connec-
tion, using standard 100BaseTX Ether-
net protocols, is available on two, re-
dundant RJ45 jacks, which provide
on -board backup.

703-875-9100; fax 103-815-9161

www.digigram.cam; input@digigram.com

40 March 2002 www.beradio.com



ahead of the
pack

The apt-XTM algorithm is the first choice for many

of the world's leading professional audio

manufacturers. Its world-beating performance

allows compression of a factor of 4:1 with no

Scott Studios I Cartworks Harris I Smarts I DTS audible degradation, a coding delay of fewer

than 4 milliseconds and a high resilience to
Computer Concepts Glensound Leitch Sonifex

multiple coding.

But don't take our word for it. Opposite are just

some cr: the industry's leading names currently

using this cutting edge technology.

Find out why apt-XTM is the leaders' choice: contact

a Pt-XTM is now available to license. us today.

4C
AUDIO PROCESSINGTECHNOLOGY

Audio Processing Technology Ltd Tel: +44 28 9037 1110 Fax: +44 28 9037 1137
Audio Processing Technology Inc Tel: +1 323 463 2963 Fax: +1 323 463 8878

Audio Processing Technology KK Tel : +81 3 3520 1020 Fax: +81 3 3520 1022 aptmarketing@aptx.com www.aptx.com



Headphones
AKG
Booth L 2271
K 141 and K 240: Now available in a 5511 version for use wi:h low -

impedance systems, such as keyboards, mixers, portable CD
players. New models incorporate AKG's Varimotion XXL dia-
phragm technology,which offers a more sensitive diaphragm than
its predecessors for greater aural clarity.Both versions have a semi -

open design.The K 240 has a circum-aural design and a 13Hz to
25kHz frequency response.The K 141 has a supra -aural design and
offers a frequency response of 18Hz to 24kHz.

615-620-3800; fax 615-620-3815; www.akgusa.com;info@akgusa.co n

Audio connectors
Neutrik

Booth L 5838
NL4FX series: Adds increased power handling, con-
nection security and flexibility. The new SPX series
handles up to 50A on all contacts for audio applica-
tions. Electrical contact is made only after the N14FX
is completely inserted and loc ked Ibis feature prevents
arcing when disconnected under load. The one-piece internal
chuck accepts cables with outer diameters of 6 to 14mm. A right-
angle version NL4FRX will be available.to address connections in
tight spaces without lengthy re -wiring. Termination is with screw
terminals or by solder. Boots are available in five colors.

732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608: www.neutrikusa.com;info@neutrikusa.com

ISDN/POTS talk
show multiplexer
AEG
Booth L 3142

ar- ma ma Mb fi ----. fi _.a
JO' ANIL MIL MIL
;L. MAIMS see a.=
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Systel 6000: Includes all the neces-
sary features for multi-conferencing,
intercommunication, cue/PFLand on -
air control for PSTN/POTS networks,
ISDN or audio lines that can be analog
or digital, internal or external. It also
includes, expands and makes very
flexible all the functions of four -wire
multiplexing consoles or systems that
are frequently used for sport com-
mentary and news correspondents.

954-424-0203; fax 954-424-0902

mwtaeqbroadcastzam; aeqsaies@aeq.es

Our switchers offer excellent sonic

SS 12.4
Active audio switcher/router with 12
stereo inputs and four stereo outputs.

SS 8.2
Active audio switcher with eight
stereo inputs, two stereo plus two
mono outputs.

16x2
The 16x2, Sixteen input, Dual Output
Stereo Switcher/Router passively
switches or routes any one of 16 stereo
inputs to either or both stereo outputs
or vise -versa through gold contact relays.

SS 12.4

8x 2

6x1

f.

I
SM-6

L BROADCAST,
t 0 0 1 S
Intim wore Problem Solving Tools Pr

quality. removable 1/0 connections, contact closures, serial remote control capabilities, and flexible mounting accessories.

8x2
Active audio switcher with eight
stereo inputs, two stereo plus two
mono outputs.

16x1
Passive switcher/router with 16 stereo

inputs and one stereo output, or vice -
versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital

inputs to three common outputs.

6x1
Passive switcher/router with six
stereo inputs and one stereo output,
or vice -versa.

SM-6
Stereo mixer with six stereo inputs,
a stereo output, and front panel
on/off switches

3x2
Active audio switcher with three stereo
inputs and two stereo outputs.

1111111111
SS &2

16x1

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with three
stereo inputs and one stereo output
or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switcher/router with two
composite audio, video, or AES/EBU
inputs to two composite video, or
AES/EBU outputs, or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcher/router with two
stereo inputs and one stereo output
or vice -versa.

1:0111111111111.M1
16x2

8x1 aIN

ANEW AIM AM=
3x2 SS 3.1 SS 2.1/BNC SS 2.1/TERM

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!

web: www.broadcasttools.com  email: support@broadcasttools.com  phn: 360 854.
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Maybe it's not your miler
You <now how impact and detail get lost through recording and mixing. And you just can't EQ,
compress or mix the life back in. When you're at wit's end, the Aphex Model 204 can save your sanity.

The Model 204 renews and vitalizes your sound. The Aural Exciter' restores and improves defin t on and detail.

At the same time the Optical Big Bottom' solidifies and strengthens the bass without hogging al the level.

If you need professional and impressive sound you owe it to yourself to get a Model 204. You'll probably save

your sality and a lot of perfectly good mixers. You've got a problem - We've got the solution!

The all new Aphex Model 204 Aural Exciter and Optical Big Bottom

API-IEX I=1 L_J E-7-] N./ -E F=4 -E FR I -E

SYSTEMS 11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A  818-767-2929 Fax: 818-7E7-2641 www.aphex.com
Aphex. Aural xciter and Big Bottom are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems  No mixers were harmed in the production of this ad.



Portable handheld printer
Wireworks
Booth L 4835
K2500: Portable wire late printer is a handheld ur.it that can pr nt to

shrink tubing, industr a labels and self-laminafinE wire wraps.The
unit can also print barcodes.There are 10 resident bar codes and
it can prompt in elevel :if ferent languages.The unit prints up o six
lines of text from six tc 72 points with a 6600 character memoriThe
K2500 comes with pro e :five jacket,rechargeable batteries,charger.
and owner's manual.

800-642-9413; fax 901-181-0483; www.wireworks.com; in'o@wireworks.cam

Dead air means lost ai.dience and
lost revenue. But we can help.
We're introducing no- )ne but two
new products designed to ensure the
integrity of your broai,:ast stream.

Together. they'll be -re closest thing
to a 'no dead air' guarantee.

See them both at NAB, Booth #RL2223
and just say, 'No IJead Air'

for a complete product demonstration

crown
Toll Free: 866.262.8919 ww ccrownbroadcast.com

Stereo output multi
Henry Engineerinci
Booth L 3102

kb 0101 0 0

Patchbox: Not a distribution arr.pli-
ler, the Patchbox distributes an analog
stereo output several various output
:onnectors.This passive distribution de-
vice creates 11 stereo outputs from one
stereo input: five balanced six unbal-
anced. Ideal interface when both profes-
sional and consumer equ ipment is used.
All 11 outputs can be used simulta-
neously without interaction or signal
degradation.PatchBox needs no power,
and adds no noise or distortion to the
audio signal.

626-355-3656; fax 626-355-0011

minthencam.com; infoOlfenryeng.cam

Contour & spacing tool
RFEngineers.com
Booth L 2043
rf Investigator-FM:Engineering software

that calculates and displays contours
for commercial and NCE FM broadcast
stations. Performs 73.207 and 73.215
spacing studies, automatically scans
for open channels, and displays the
location of AM and TV channel six
stations. Can display full -color terrain
maps as well as terrain profiles between
two points. Displays antenna height,
lccation, and channel of existing broad-
cast stations, and does both s:mple and
advanced searching of the entire FCC
clatabase.1Wo editions are avai:able.

352-336-1223: fax 352-361-1125

vAwdengineersam: info@rfengiseers.com
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LA fintenna Systems
COMMERCIAL AND T.V.
FACTORY
Avda. San Antonio, 41
Phone: 976.50.46.96 (6 lines)
Fax 976.46.31.70
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Ant nd Radio Factory:
Camino de os Albares, 14, bajos
Phone: 976.50.35.80 (6 lines)
Fox 976.5(. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. htp://www.omb.es
e-mail: onsicom@infonegocio.com
VideoConference(RDSI) 976 46 32 00

= = -

INTERNATIONAL

DIVISION

3100 NW 72 ad. Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122
Ph.: 305 477-0973 - 305 477-0974 (6 lines)

Fax: 305 477-0611

Internet. http://www.omb.com
e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth.net

Videocorderence: 1 305 5940991 / 92
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Four -port, C -Band antenna
Andrew
Booths 58423, L 9111
4.9M Earth Station Antenna: Suitable for use in broadcast news
reporting and public -switched services,the antenna's feed system
includes a four -port circularly polarized combiner,which enables
systems integrators and designers to bring their antenna systems
on line faster and more economically. It joins the already type -
approved two -port version of the same antenna.

800-DIAL-4-RF: fax 708-349-5444; www.andrew.com; rose.woldu@andrew.com

Test equipment
RDL (Radio Design Labs)
Booth L 3327
PT-AMG2 and PT-ASG1: Both units are ready for portable or bench
use from either internal battery or AC adapter power. The PT-AMG2
offers multiple functions for setting up,calibrating and troubleshoot-
ing any audio system. Housed in the unit are a precision tone
generator,LED level meter and in -phase indicator Mic and line -level

I/Os are provided using both balanced and unbalanced con-
nectors. A built-in monitor speaker with level control is also
provided.The PT-ASG1 contains the ultra stable 700Hz tone
generator from the PTAMG2 with balanced mic and line -
level outputs on the XLR connector and -10dBV unbal-0 anced on the RCA jack. Units may be used separately or

together to set system gain mic-to-line, line-to-mic, mic-to-mic or line-
tc-line at either professional or consumer levels.

800-281-2683; fax 805-684-9316; www.rdlnetcom

Fr: ([7:
1

 One S ze fits all modular design

4ssembles quickly & easily in minutes

-lighes- quality laminates & wood

norld famous Modulux cabinetry

n -stock for immediate delivery

T -e Mod _dux Flex -Studio is a complete

rr odular studio package that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
tc meet naarly any studio design. It can

be assem ed left or right handed as well
as in all o' our standard configurations: 'Short L,"Long
L.' and 'Uioalanced U.' Far superior to custom cabinetry, Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision factory mass manufactured.

ality, strength, durability and appearance are all improved over custom
ou l cabinFs.

system
Audior, Laboratori
Booth L 2705

VoxPro PC: Users can access
folders anc files within a given
work grpup, in addition to the
files they create. Changes made
by group members are immedi-
ately visible to member of the
same grog working at other
VoxPro staions. A central loza-
tion car be created for all user
informa-.oi, thereby giving users
access to heir audio Hes from
any VoxPro on the network.

206-8421202; fax 206-842-6029

www.audionlabs.com

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systens.com
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Pots and wireless codec
Cornrex

Booth L 2643
BlueBox:This codec delivers the audio quality of a Matrix orVector (13kHz on asingle

dial -up line). The BlueBox is compatible with all existing Comrex POTS codecs,

including the Matrix, Vector and HotLine. The BlueBox also provides GSM wireless

operation to improve the audio quality of GSM phone feeds. Additionally,the BlueBox

can connect to the hands -free port on mobile phones and place calls to telephone hybrids

(no codec is required on the receiving end of the call).The BlueBox includes one mic/line
switchable input, one headphone output and one line level output. An additional -10dBu tape input allows

connection to a minidisc or DAT player.There are no special circuits toorder and no distance limitations.

With the introduction of the
BlueBox, the HotLine has

been taken out of production.
800-231-1716: fax 978-635-0401

wwwcomrex.com; info@comrex.com

FM antenna
Kathrein,
Scala Division
Booth L 8668

Model 754 154: A circularly polarized
broadband FM directional antenna of
hot -dip galvanized steel especially su it -
able for triangular or round masts.
Even under severe icy conditions the
antenna is still functional due to its
heavy-duty construction and the fi-
berglass covers for the feed points.
Rated for 2.5kW per input.

541-179-6500; fax 541-779-3991

www.scala.net broadcastakativein.com

IBOC
DAB transmitter
Harris
Booth L 5414
IBOC System: In a partnership with
Ibiquity Digital, Harris has assembled
a package for stations to convert to
IBOC.The system includes an FM IBOC
exciter,an IBOC Z Series FM transmitter
and IntraplexSTLPLUSstudio-to-trans-
mitter link.

800-622-0022; fax 513-459-3890

wwwhairis.com; broadcast@hanis.com

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www.neumannusacom/103

Neumann USA
1 eh. phone 860 434 A,' ,0 f AX 860 '434 3148

www.beradio.com 47



Headset mic assembly
Sennheiser Electronics
Booth L 2923
HMD 280 and HMD 281: Both feature a lightweight, ergonom-
ically designed 102dB SPL headphone monitoring system,
which attenuates ambient noise by 32dB via a closed -back,

circum-aural design. Both also share a super-cardioid micro-
phone mounted on a flexible, acoustically isolated boom.
Earpiece attenuation, coupled with low structure -borne noise

and high microphone directivity, ensures reliable communica-
tions even in noisy production environments.The HMD 280 has

two earpieces and the HMD 281 has one earpiece. The head-
phones provide a frequency response of 8Hz to 25kHz. The mic

provides a frequency response of 50Hz to 13kHz.
860-434-9190: fax 860-434-9022: www.sennheiserusa.com:littIlsennheiserusa.com

.7srammommW11,1=1.411711.111111111111110
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AM monitoring and evaluation
Audemat
Booth L 2441
AM Fieldstar: Carries out both AM proof performances and
real -world data surveys. Top precision is guaranteed with
the calibrated AM receiver, integrated GPS receiver and
rotating, directional, calibrated antenna.The unit automat-
ically captures the RF level of all configured stations (up to

1C; and allows a visual analysis of the results on a PC. The unit can also be
p-:_grammed for a single station to record and re -play the audio of the station to
ct-Octively analyze the sound quality with the campaign results.

866-AUDEMA1, fax 103-433-5452; www.audematcom; info@audematcom

Audio fiber
optic multiplexer
Multidyne
Booth L 5349

DAM-4000:A40-chan-
ne124-bit audio fiber-optic mul-
tiplex system offering perfor-
mance exceeding RS -250C
short -haul and broadcast spec-
ifications. The transmitter and
receiver modules plug into a 10-

channel frame with redundant
power supplies or are available
as stand-alone units. The sys-
tems supports 110/220vac and
optionally for 48vdc. An XLR in-
terface panel is available with
selectable line or mic level inputs.

800 -41V -TEST; fax 516-611-3362

www.mutlidyne.com; info@muhidyne.com

Uliclan log  skim  time shift
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NI Booth # L1916

Software from

ediaLogger

$695
 Mic Skimmer, Logger, Time Shift Recorder

(ALL 3 FUNCTIONS SIMULTANEOUS)

 Available 2c1-, 4ch and 8ch stereo
 4 mono. 8 mono and 16 mono
 Record up tc 4 separate streams per input 16

total on a 4ch card
 Records in MP2, MP3. PCM ADPCM and
Windows Media Audio (WMA)

 Retrieve audio using a web browser
 Perpetual 24 i 7 logging
 Scheduled recording for satellite shows
 Time shift recording (Best off Shows)
 Auto -archive cr auto -purge
 Built-in web and FTP services
 Windows 98/W/2000

888-665-0501 http //www imediatouch com technologies
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Isocouplers
Kintronic Labs

Booth L 3274

FMC-l.9G-PCS and FMC -2.4G -
SS: Isocouplers designed for
mounting cellphone antennas
and wireless Internet antennas
on hot AM towers. The model
number specifies the frequency
range of the product for use with
each particular service. Typical
VSWR is less than 1.3:1. Insertion
loss is less than 2dB.

423-878-3141; fax 423-878-4224;

www.kintronic.coarkti@kintronic.com

Spot data
management tool
Encoda Systems
Booth L 8416

Encoda Mart: Data mining and busi
ness analysis tool offering advanced
browser -based access to centralized
databases containing detailed spot
information. Broadcast groups can
create and access pre -built revenue
analysis tools including trending, pac-
ing, forecasting and business reten-
tion reports based on multiple param-
eters. Data can be consolidated from
Encoda traffic systems including BMS,
BIAS, Columbine, and JDS and can be
mapped to meet corporate reporting
standards.

303-231-4000; fax 303-237-0085

wwittencodasystems.com; irifo@encodasystems.carn

Miniature microphone
DPA Microphones

Booth L 2055
4071: Frequency response is customized for clarity of voice in body -
worn applications, with low -end roll off and presence boost.
Features a customized frequency response with a permanent 4dB
soft boost at 4- to 6kHz. An acoustic low-cut has also been incorpo-
rated in the 4071 capsule to provide greater headroom.The low-cut
feature also reduces wind noise and low -frequency nimble when
used outside. Mounting accessories are available.

+45 4814 2828: fax +45 4814 2700; wwwdpamicrophoneszom; inftQlpamicrophones.com

atilli)  DI -2000 DIGITAL PHONE HYBRID
Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New jersey 08014

(8.56) 467-800o voice (356) 467-3044 fax www.radiosysteirs.com

SMART CHOICE

ell TRUE DIGITAL PERFORMANCE
The Dl -z000 automatically and constantly nulls the phone line to create the maximum
caller -to -host separation. The digital hybrid circuitry also performs acoustical
cancellation for feedback elimination with live studio monitors.

all ULTRA -COMPLETE CALL CONTROL
No hybrid provides better call control. The Dl -2000 allows the operator to easily answer,
hold, route and conference calls - all with the simple push of just 4 lighted soft -touch
buttons. Callers are automatically switched between three audio feeds when answered,
then conferenced and routed to cue, air or recoro outputs.

le DUAL LINE or FULL CONFERENCE CAPABILITIES
The Dl -z000 is really 2 separate full digital hybrids. Use them independently or operate
them in any of three caller conference modes.

all PRODUCER PHONE SUPPORT
lust add any single line phone and a producer can answer, screen, queue calls for air or
grab callers for post show follow up. Or, use a simple speakerphone in this position for
call cueing if the console lacks an independent host send.

l NO MIX -MINUS NEEDED
The digital nulling circuitry is so effective that a console mix minus is not required.

le COMPLETE CONSOLE INTEGRATION
The full rear -panel remote control interface alloy -5 any console complete hybrid control.
Aiith the Dl -z000 calls can ring -in, be answered, put on hold, screened and dropped,
all via your console's channel on/off buttons. No external "black boxes" are needed!

a( THE CLASSIC TI -101 IS STILL AVAILABLE
And for those in search of a good, basic analog hybrid-Radio Systems still makes the
classic and dependable Symetrix

 rCe:O
120

DI -2000

4141110411011100

dab''  NO
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NAB2002

your time at the NAB convention is limit-
ed.Don't waste it wandering around the she w
floor hoping you will find what you're looking for.
Use the BE Radio FASTtrack instead. This exclusive

BE Radio feature organizes the show floor into specific product
cagories,and then arranges the exhibitors by their booth numbersWith
this, you can quickly chart a course through the show floor.An alphabetical
exhibitor listing can be found on the show -floc: map in this issue

Booth information current as of February 11, 2092.

FASTtrack Index
Audi:, Accessories F.1

Audb Mixers -On Air
Audis Mixers -Portable

Audb Processing

Audb Recording, Storage & Playback
Audi 3 Routing & Distribution

Auto -nation Systems

Comuters & Periphera
Dealers . ors 54

Audio Workstations Si .;`7,
Intercom, IFEIProducts

Microphones, Accessories 6p)

....ttitip*%ave; Fiber Optic & Teko Equipment
1 .% Fbilier Products, Batteries, Generators, UPS 62

Rec o. ding Media & /4.ccetisories 62

AVaveencie & Components and Towers, Services 6!
Satellte Fc1Gipnienf & SeTiices 63

Sounal/Maskikfiage Libraries

..StudiisiCF.acility Support Products & Accessories E;

.,Isteirr,Integrators, Consultants & Misc. Services Ea

- Test & Measurement Equipment ES

 Transmitters, Translators, Exciters, Antennas & Tuners

Wire, Cable & Connectors

Audb Mixers -Studio, Recording

The FASTtrack and Radio Hall Map
provide the information you need to
make the most of you r time at the sham/.

Special: If you rely on a Palm OS
PDA, download the FASTtrack and
exhibitor listings to your PDA for even
faster searches. Find the link to the
FASTtrack PDA on the BE Radio home
page at www.beradio.com.
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Audio Accessories Logitek L 2937 Lemo L11262

; ;;;.: L 1957 Genelec Oy L 2962 ATI L11435

SBS L 2043 AJclioScience L 2973 Whirlwind L11616

Circe twerkes L 2043 lllbruck/Sonex Acoustical Div L 3002 Opamp Labs L11771

Tan flit y L 2055 Henry Engineering L 3102 Horita L11961

Martinsound L2056 Lectrosonics L 3130 Beck Associates L12026

Prime LED L2109 AEQ L 3142 Prime Image L12253

AL di:--Technice- L 21:5 Musicam USA L 3205 Audio Accessories L12274

TFT L 2205 HHB L 3226 Mohawk/CDT L12557

Joemeek/PMI Atidio L 2206 Fostex America L 3232 Mackie Designs L12855

Benchmark L 2208 Aldio Processing Technology L 3243 Gefen Inc L12911

Acot stic System:: L ?.231 Dialog4 Systems Engineering L 3305 Aztec Radiomedia L13362

Broadcast Richardson L 2243 TieLine America L 3323 Digigram L13362

AKG L 2971 RDL (Radio Design Labs) L 3327 Gentner/Clear One L13760

Eventide L 2335 TC Electronic L 3343 International Cellulose L16202

Audemat L 2441 Sound Devices L 3355 Sony Electronics L18207

Gorrian-Redlicti . L 2442 Acoustical Solutions L 5215 Ensemble Designs L18351

Symerrix L 2444 Beyerdynamic L 5235 Sprague Magnetics L19240

Broac cast Tools L 2453 RCS L 5303 Leitch L19511

Independent Attdio/Sonifex L 2462 Bittree L 5446 Dolby laboratories L19535

AETA Audio L 2463 Switchcraft L 5649 WhisperRoom L19557

Sonifex Ltd L 2466 Neutrik L 5838 AVP Manufacturing & Supply L19569

Wheatstone L 2515 Datatek L 6727 DNF Controls L20800

CBT Systems L 2525 Panasonic L 7214 Furman Sound 51132

RCS L 2533 Clark Wire & Cable L 8065 Genelec Oy 53459

Studer L 2542 Otari L 8430 Real Networks S6044

DK-Aadio L2575 Telex Communications L8437 RCS 56618

LPB L2715 Clear -Corn Systems L 8463 Broadcast Richardson S6718

A -ral- is L2743 Dorrough Electronics L 9046

Ettphonix L 2751 Link Electronics L 9054 Audio IMIxers-On Air
Industrial Acoustics L 2762 Riedel L 9280 Klotz Digital L 1942

Ward -Beck L2815 Avitel L 9571 Radio Systems . L 2143

QEI. L2914 Boland Communications L10777 Tamura L 2204

Sennheiser Electronics L 2923 Wohler L11257 Telos Systems L 2251

'e____,,agle the affordablepolled

  
lc*

list pr cc

phone: (954) 424 0203
tax: (954) 424 0302
aeqame-ica@aol.com
www.aeqbroadcast.com

ISDN audio codec
 Dual channel audiocodec

Analogue and Digital Inputs / Outputs
 Unique multiplexing capabilities

The E@sy control Bus features IP Remote Control capability
Offers easy to use monitoring capability on the front panel

 Eagle with its Dual ISDN Interface is compatible worldwide
 Eagle codecs connect well with non AEQ codecs

visit
A visit us at

47::9AElsi NAB booth L3142
Vegas Convention Center

1 A p ril 0 0 2;3 IR
ID
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'Wheatstone L 2515
Audioz its Engineering L 2515
Auditrrnics L 2515
Studer L 2542
LPB L 2715
Arraki:. L 27.15
Ward -Beck L 2815
LoE itetr L
Soundcraft USA/BSS Audio L3127
AEQ... L3142
Harris L 5414

Audio Mixers -Portable
Calrec Audio Ltd L 2253
AETA Audio L 2463
Studer . L 2512
JK Audio L 2552
Cooper Sound Systems L 2918
Soundcraft USA/BSS Audio L 3127
Nicom LLC L 3342
Sound Devices L 3335
Shure L 4903
Zaxcom L 9052
TeleCast Group AS L 9504
ATI L11435
Mackie Designs L12855

Audio Mixers -Studio,
Recording

Klotz LAital L 1942
Martinsound L 2056
Audio-Technica L 2115
Harrison by GLW L 2215
Calrec Audio Ltd L 2263

Issue advertisers appear in red

Wheatstone L 2515 TransLanTech Sound L 2043
Audioarts Engineering L 2515 Joemeek/PMI Audio L 2206
Auditronics L 2515 lnovonics L 2237
Studer L 2542 Omnia Audio L 2251
Tascam/Teac Professional L 2630 Eventide L 2335
LPB L 2715 Aphex Systems L 2434
Solid State Logic L 2731 Symetrix L 2444
Arrakis L 2743 Independent Audio/Sonifex L 2462
Euphonix L 2751 Junger Audio Studiotechnik L 2878
Ward -Beck L 2815 Sabine L 2903
Cooper Sound Systems L 2918 Dan Dugan Sound Design L 2918
Dan Dugan Sound Design L 2918 HHB L 3226
Sennheiser Electronics L 2923 Circuit Research Labs L 3305
Logitek L 2937 Orban L 3305
Soundcraft USA/BSS Audio L 3127 Nicom LLC L 3342
AEQ L 3142 TC Electronic L 3343
Fostex America L 3232 Shure L 4903
TC Electronic L 3343 Link Electronics L9054
Shure L 4903 Broadcast Technology L 9844
Harris L 5414 Prime Image L12253
Panasonic L 7214 Gefen Inc L12911
Telex Communications L8437 DigiDesign L13212
Zaxcom L 9052 Axon Digital Design L19277
TeleCast Group AS L 9504 Dolby Laboratories L19535
AMS Neve L10249 Furman Sound S1132
ATI L11435 Waves S7821
Whirlwind L11616
Mackie Designs L12855 Audio Recording,
Sony Electronics L18207 Storage & Playback

OMT Technologies L 1916
Audio Pr000ssing Register Data Systems L 1925

SADiE L 1863 Nagra L 1950
IDT Impact Development L 1963 360 Systems L 2034
SBS L 2043 Denon Electronics L 2202

W
Smart Connections

EAS Requirements
Got YON Tied Up?

Thr. secure Network Interface from
Down:ng Technologies provides a

traightforward and cost-effective
solution enabling broadcast
engineers to effortlessly mon-
itor, and download Emergency
Alert System activity logs, even
from remote sites, right from their
desktop. Once connected to your network the
SNI has its own IP address allowing access via a standard web
browser. Viewing the SNI is like viewing the device connected to it.

Key Attributes

 Programmable connections provide flexibility and unlimited
uses.

 Small footprint -about the site of an external modem.
 Easy to use -saves time and money.

To learn more visit us at
http://www.dawning.com/products/radioapp.html

or email sales@dawning.com  1-800-332-0499
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Issue advertisers appear in red

Eventide L 2335
Independent Audio/Sonifex L 2462
Sonifex Ltd L 2466
Studer L 2542
Tascam/Teac Professional L 2630
Broadcast Electronics L 2705
Euphonix L 2751
ENCO Systems L 3051
Henry Engineering L 3102
Fairlight USA L 3105
HHB L 3226
Fostex America L 3232
Dialog4 Systems Engineering L 3305
Orban L 3305
Harris L 5414
Doremi Labs L 5556
Otari L 8430
DRS Ahead Technology L 8504
Zaxcom L 9052
EVS Broadcast Equipment L 9227
Sigma Electronics L10649
Mackie Designs L12855
Digigram L13362
Aztec Rad iomed ia L13362
Sony Electronics L18207
Sprague Magnetics L19240
Disc Makers 119660
Nagra 53239

Audio Routing & Distribution

ISIS Group L19269 Prophet Systems L 2404

Axon Digital Design 119277 RCS L 2533

Leitch L19511 Broadcast Electronics ........ L 2705

Pixel Instruments 120744 LPB L 2715
Crystal Vision 123006 Arrakis L 2743

Furman Sound S1132 Dalet Digital Media L 2851

Antex Electronics S6719 Cartwurks/dbru Systems ............ L 2957
Philips S9051 Enco Systems I. 3051

Burli Software L 3100

Automation Systems Scott Studios L 3115
OMT Technologies L 1916 AEQ..................... ....._. L 3142
MediaTouch L 1916 Pristine Systems L 3255
Register Data Systems L 1925 Smarts Broadcast Systems .. L 3342

Netia Digital Audio L 1932 On Air Digital USA L 3342

1

Klotz Digital L 1942
SBS L 2043
Martinsound L 2056
Lighthouse Digital Systems L 2071
Radio Systems L 2143
Benchmark L 2208
Symetrix L 2444
Broadcast Tools L 2453
Independent Audio/Son ifex L 2462
Sonifex Ltd L 2466
Wheatstone L 2515
Studer L 2542
JK Audio L 2552
DK-Audio L 2575
Broadcast Electronics L 2705
Euphonix L 2751
Ward -Beck L 2815
Logitek L 2937
Henry Engineering L 3102
AEQ L 3142
RDL (Radio Design labs) L 3327
Shure L 4903
Mu ltidyne L 5349
Harris L 5414
Hosa Technology L 6137
Datatek L 6727
Knox Video L 7031
Otari L 8430
PESA Switching Systems L 8449
Sierra Video Systems Inc L 8937
TeleCast Group AS L 9504
Avitel L 9571
Miranda Technology 110611
Sigma Electronics 110649
Wohler L11257
All LI 1435
Opamp labs L11771

Chyron 112200
MATCO L12249
Utah Scientific L12524
Apogee Electronics 112901

Extron L13218
Digigram L13362
Gentner/Clear One 113760
Sony Electronics L18207

Easy Aka

MARTI can male your next rervio,te broadca!t a breeze.
With product! designed and produced with
cutting eege technology at a MARTI p -ice.

DIGITAL CELLCP ST
-he dig tal version c our popular Cellcast

VAL
LJ.LI

'raasmi-ter is the easiz.3 to use - lighter,
no -e nagged and capat le of remote

(Wit uuuu ryas. droadcasting from verisk.11y anywise -e in
-he world. Just turn it u s and go!

TL -20C
The easy to tune !!;TL ZDC

delivers mere ac-wer,
reliability and better reico'lig.

MARTI'

.111.117

SRPT-40A
The SRPT-4)A is highly re .atle
and featu-e packed. Now, the
exact frecpse-i:. can be dialed in
from the treat sane', front 430
MHz through ISE0 MHz, making it
easier than ewer to use. C:her fre-
quency binds available it 2002.

www. marti el ectronics.com

817-735-8134
A 13toddiast LieLEICOBLS.l.c..111pri-)

,'2002 Broadcast ElectronIss. In . MAIM i a regssored traderlarh of Broadca, Esc. cm" Inc 3CG 805
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Issue advertisers appear in red

RCS
Scott Studios

Aztec Radiomedia
Sony Electronics

Dalet Digital Media
Jutel
ScheduALL by VizuAll
RCS

L 5303
L 6135

L13362
L18207
L20420
L20515

56032
56618

Analog Way
Extron
Digigram
Aztec Radiomedia
Vela
Apple Computer
Rorke Data
StorageTek
Trenton Technology Inc.

L13125
L13218
L13362
L13362
L13729
L14400
L15112
L16512
L16806

BSW-Broadcast Supply Worldwide L 2525
Harris L 5414
Herman Electronics L 9071
Westlake Electronic Supply L 9977
Joseph Electronics L12578
Microwave Service Corporation [21111
TAI Audio S2823
Broadcast Richardson S6718

Computers & Peripherals I-Bus/Phoenix L17109 Digital Audio
OW Technologies L 1916 Ensemble Designs L18351 Workstations
Netia Digital Audio L 1932 Ampex Data System L18776 SADiE L 1863
Ergo 2000 L 2169 Leitch L19511 Netia Digital Audio L 1932
Denon Electronics L 2202 Odetics L19541 360 Systems L 2034
RCS L 2533 Dalet Digital Media L20420 Prophet Systems L 2401
LPB L 2715 Masterclock L21700 Syntrillium Software 1 2169
Dalet Digital Media L 2851 Harmonic S3327 Studer L 2542
AudioScience L 2973 Hoodman S4410 Merging Technologies L 2563
Enco Systems L 3051 Computer Modules S5268 Tascam/Teac Professional L 2630
Scott Studios L 3115 DataDirect Networks S5744 Audion Laboratories L 2705
Musicam USA L 3205 ATTO S5747 Arrakis L 2743
Lynx Studio Technology L 3226 Intel S6327 Dalet Digital Media L 2851
Audio Processing Technology L 3243 Norpak S6615 Enco Systems L 3051
RCS L 5303 RCS 56618 Fairlight USA L 3105
Fast Forward Video L 5553 Antex Electronics S6719 Fostex America L 3232
Scott Studios L 6135 Optibase S7223 Pristine Systems L 3255
Panasonic L 7214 Waves S7821 Orban L 3305
Tektronix Inc L8411 Reliacast S7919 Doremi Labs L 5556
Telex Communications L 8437 Philips S9051 Otari L 8430
Hotronic L 8608 AMS Neve LI 0249
Miranda Technology L10611 Dealers & Distributors ATI L11435
Boland Communications L10777 Trew Audio L 1708 Avid L13200
Gefen Inc L12911 Broadcasters General Store L 2043 DigiDesign L13212
Studio Network Solutions L12912 Broadcast Richardson L 2243 Digigram L13362

The coolest
complete multitrack recording studiojust got cooler!

F

effects ui
real time

Ref n.-^ ryilt and RIM up
ks of audio

Quick 0110 easy 0,a; OHL; -drUp
editing and nixing

Zoom controls allow you to
cmckly zero in on the action

Quick navigation with
straightforward transport controls

Visit us at NAB Booth# L2469.

Visit ittittww.cooledit.com for more info today!

cool edit I pro 2_0

The Parametric EQ
is just one of more
than 45 included
effects and tools

,cir friendly and
quitwe controls
ce well marked

and easily
accessible

0 128 stereo tracks
0 Unmatched wave editing power
0 More than 45 DSP effects,

mastering and analysis tools,
and audio restoration features
DAD CD burning and ripping

0 Real-time effects and track EQ
0 32 -bit processing
0 24-bit/1512kHz and higher
0 Powerful loop -based song creation
0 SMPTE/MTE Master, MIDI and

video support, and much morel
More powerful than ever, Cool Edit Pro 2.0 is packed with the latest
and greatest features that the digital audio industry has to offer,
yet retains the ease of use that has won the favor
of a growing community of users worldwide.
Welcome to the world of Cool Edit Pro.

Syntrillium
P.O. Box 62255 Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA I 1.888.941.7100 I tel: .1.480.941.4327 fax: -1.480.941.8170 sales®syntrillium.com www.syntritilum.com

ttlrfree Wes. USA and ONO
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40,000 Watts
Solid State FM Power.

See us at NAB Booth# L2323.

1-17:11 11-71

The Nautel Q20/20 comprises two

20 kW stard-alone FM transmitters
fully integrated to operate as a 40 kW

active reserve transmitter system.

For more than 30 years Nautel has

built the best radio transmitters by

blending solid state technology and

innovative engineering design.

The Q20/20 provides reliability and

peace of mind through built-in
redundancies - in all the world you

won't find its equal.

Each Q20 features:
 redundant Power Amplifiers
 redundant Power Supplies

 dual Digital Exciters
 dual IPA & Power Supply
 dual Low Voltage Power Supplies
 68% overall efficiency

Contact Nautel for more information about the benefits of our full range of solid state FM and AM transmitters.

hinito/ Hackett's Cove, RR #1 Tantallon, Nova Scotia Canada BOJ 3J0 Phone: (902) 823 2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 Certified ISO 9001
\Liiiie In 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 8200 Fax: (207) 947 3693 Certified ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit us on the Web at www.nautel.com



al Medi
L20420

Sonic Solutions 57233
Waves S7821

Intercom,
IFB Products

Sierra .'. 11722
Broadcast Tools L 2453
JK Audio ...........__._... L 2552
Comre) L 2643
Beyerdynamic . L 5235
Telex Communications L8437

1'
Systems L 8463

Riedel L 9280

Microphones,
Accessories

IDT Impact Development L 1963
SBS L 2043
Circuitwerkes L2043
DPA Microphones L 2055
Martinsound L 2056
Audio-Technica L 2115
Sanken Microphones L 2131
Joemeek/PMI Audio L 2206

179 'N. Knapp Ave Edgewater, FL 32132

Pone 1-888-RADI095 in the US
Gobally, phone 1 386 426 2521

0 -lime go to www radiosoft corn

When --'-

REAC IMF
your

1ENCE
ns the

 Search for FCC license data online
 Locate potential frequencies

si_to-r atic nterference calculations
 ?ccepted and used by the FCC
 REE.:1 :ime 3D displays

 FES:, ac:urat3, cost effective mapping

ConsidEred by -nary to be the industry leader.
Broadcast Profess crisis can cont on RadioSoft for fast,

accurate radio mapping.

Issue advertisers appear in red

Harrison by GLW L 2215
Omnia Audio L 2251
Schoeps/Posthom Recordings L 2262
AKG L 2271
Aphex Systems L 2434
Independent Audio/Sonifex L 2462
Azden L 2562
Rycote Microphone Windshields L 2655
LPB L 2715
Junger Audio Studiotechnik L 2878
Sabine L 2903
Neumann L 2923
Sennheiser Electronics L 2923
Lectrosonics L 3130
TC Electronic L 334
Sound Devices L 3355
Shure L 490::

L 523E
L 5414
L 5435
L 6145
L 8430
L 8437
L 9046
L 9700
L10144
L10249
L10611
L11257
L18207
L19277
L23006

Beyerdynamic
Harris
Nady Systems
Leader Instruments
Otari
Telex Communications
Dorrough Elec:ronics
Grass Valley Group
Bogen
AMS Neve
Miranda Technology
Wohler
Sony Electronics
Axon Digital Design
Crystal Vision
Marshall Electronics ............. _...S3669
Artel Video Systems S8163

Microwave, Fiber Optic
& Telco Equipment

Amisuung
SBS L 2043
Circuitwerkes L 2043
Radio Systems L 2143
ABE Elettronica L 2151
DB Elettronica L 2155
Telos Systems L 2251
Broadcast Tools L 2453
Diversified Marketing Inel L 2455
Independent Audio/Sonifex L 2462
AETA Audio L 2463
Sonifex Ltd L 2466
Moseley Associates .. L 2505
RCS L 2533
JK Audio L 2552
Comrex L 2643
Broadcast Electronics L 2705
Dalet Digital Media L 2851
NPR Satellite Services L 2901
QEI L 2914
Enco Systems L 3051
Henry Engineering L 3102
AEQ L 3142
Screen Service Italia L 3162
Audio TX L 3205
Musicam USA L 3205
Audio Processing Technology L 3243
Orban L 3305
Dialog4 Systems Engineering L 3305
Energy -On ix L 3322
TieLine America L3323
Broadcast Microwave Services L 4912
RCS L 5303
Multidyne L.5349
Harris L 5414
RF Technology L 5834
Microwave Radio Conm L 6613
Nucomm L. 6819
Tektronix Inc L8411
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Rhapsody
in Blue.

Digital Core
Routing System

Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels

Digital 8. Analog
24 Bit I/O

Mix Multiple
Inputs to

Any Output

IFB-Talk to
Remotes

Integrated
Intercom
Functions

340% 1' rt

See us at NAB,
Booth #1714.

Introducing the nevv 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.

This modular, digital -core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.

Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix -minus,
and more, run simulta-
neously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.

1i g. i I.: LI. 1.. mil 14

For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.

SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818-840-6749
sasaudio.com



Otari L 8430
Clear -Corn Systems L 8463
Andrew L 9111
ADC Broadcast L 9849
Pinnacle L10623
Fiber Options L11043
All L11435
Evertz L11443
Superior Broadcast L11670
Avid L13200
Aztec Radiomedia LI3362
Gentner/Clear One L13760
Communications Specialties L14424
Canal + Technologies L18368
Telecast Fiber Systems L18859
Axon Digital Design L19277
SeaChange International L19564
Itelco USA Inc L20141
Dalet Digital Media L20420
Telestream L20658
Microwave Service Corporation L21111
Video Products Group S3063
Wegener Communications S3508
Force Inc 54560
Opticomm S4833
AT&T S5523
Norpak S6615
RCS 56618
Mel Video Systems S8163
Andrew 58423

Power Products, Batteries,
Generators, UPS

Onan Cull, u, tun L 609
Kohler L 1043
ERI-Electronics Research L 2843
Kay Industries L 3001
Superior Electric L3215

illeill=111111111111111111..

Issue advertisers appear in red

Control Concepts L 5230
Northern Technologies L 5253
Neutrik L 5838
Belden L 6445
Mole -Richardson L 7237
Lightning Eliminators & Cons. L 7638
Telex Communications L 8437
Dorrough Electronics L 9046
Superior Electric L10620
IDX Technology L11349
Techni-Tool L11752
Staco Energy Products L12061
Active Power, Inc. L18045
Furman Sound S1132
Middle Atlantic Products S1522
Exeltech 54935

Recording Media &
Accessories

Denon Electronics L 2202
HHB L 3226
Wireworks L 4835
Audiolab Electronics L 6139
RTI L 7147
Professional Label L 8509
Maxell L 8964
JVC L 9729
Apogee Electronics L12901

imagnetics L19238

RF Feedline, Waveguide
& Components and Towers,

Services
Tower Solutions L 1429
Marconi Applied Technologies L 1628
Bird Electronic L 1742
Phasetek L 1850
02 wireless, TWR Lighting L 1924

Altronic Research L 2017
Radiacion Y Microondas, S L2135
Coaxial Dynamics L 2137
Allied Tower L2163
Magnum Towers L 2331
American Tower L 2553
Econco L 2637
Flash Technology L 2649
ERI-Electronics Research L 2843
Dielectric L 2915
Shively Labs L 3004
World Tower Company L 3068
Unimar L3321
Honeywell Obstruction Lighting. L 3334
EMR Corporation L3363
Penta labs L 3444
Myat L 4907
Rohn L4915
SWR L 4920
Neutrik L 5838
Richland Towers L 6108
CPI Eimac L6517
Nationwide Tower Company L 6539
SpectraSite Broadcast Group L6841
Burle Industries L 8404
Dielectric L 8442
Kline Towers L 9049
Andrew L9111
LeBLANC Broadcast L9122
RFS Broadcast L 9337
Micro Communications (MCI)... L9343
ADC Broadcast L 9849
Marconi Applied Technologies LI 1118
Bomar L13135
CPI Eimac S8123
Andrew S8423
Dialight S9766

JTAtk, TAlk, TAIk, TAlk, TAO, Tak, TAU, TAlk, TAtk, TAtk, TAtk, 741k, TAI

RF Specialtiec'
EAST. Pittsburgh 866-736-3736, Philadelphia
WEST: California -North 888-737-7321. South

NORTHWEST: Seattle

SOUTHWEST: Texas 800-537-1801,

CENTRAL: Missouri
SOUTH: Florida.

www .rf spec .com

"RF is GOOD for Your

888-260-9098

800-346-6434

800-735-7051

888-839-7373

800-467-7373

800-476-8343

TS612 Six -Line Telephone System
The TS612 six -line telephone system is an excellent choice for broadcast
talk shows. A basic TS612 system consists of a rack mounted control sys-
tem, two internal digital hybrids, six telephone line inputs and outputs,
and a tabletop control surface. Features include: auto mix -minus; tele-
phone line selection and conference buttons; Split -Caller and Split -
Hybrids modes; a handset for talking with callers off-line; remote control
via RS -232; and expandability to 12 lines and up to 3 control surfaces.

24 -bit and 16 -bit Telephone Hybrids
Gentner's DH30 digital hybrid provides the highest quality audio interface between
your telephone line and audio equipment. With its 24 -bit digital signal processing,
it's an excellent hybrid for use with your digital or analog console.
Features include: three remote -accessible presets; auto mix -minus; adjustable com-
pressor and expander; acoustic echo cancellation; tiree-band digital ED; balanced
analog XLR I/O; and balanced digital AES/EBU I/O.
Gentner also offers the SPH10 analog hybrid with auto filtering and equalization and
two digital hybrids, the DH2O single and DH22 dual, each with 16 -bit digital signal
processing.

vit4

**, «Dw v
<>0111111M

Ir.

 IL - al=v7.151r
.1111M11114

Gentner
PCeft

1)411 'WI 101 1)441 liqs Mia liqa 101 11)V1 'WI I
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Satellite Equipment
& Services

Marconi Applied Technologies.. L 1628
Miteq L 1634
Broadcast Tools L 2453
Andrew L9111
Pinnacle L10623
Marconi Applied Technologies L11118
Nera Communications S10041

Wegener Communications 53508
Scientific Atlanta 53908
Logic Innovations S5140

BT North America S7537
Norsat International S8155

Andrew S8423

Intelsat S9033
Comtech Antenna Systems S9319
Patriot Antenna Systems S9337

Miteq S9622

Satellite Engineering. 59629

Sound/Music/Image Libraries
Joemeek/PMI Audio 2206
Groove Addicts L 3122
Sound Ideas L 5040
TRF Production Music Library ... L5249
Valentino Prod. Music Library ... L5310
OMNIMUSIC L 5850
Manhattan Production Music L 6424
Aircraft Prod. Music Library L 6554
Killer Tracks L 6846
Promusic L 9574
Megatrax Production Music L12563
Sonic Desktop Software L13132
Production Garden Music L19509
Video Helper L19560
Grooves Music Library L19575
Network Music L19847
FirstCom Music 120307
615 Music Library L21803
Video Helper S 930

Extreme Music S1540

Digital Juice S2037
Creative Support Services 52647
Sound Ideas S6027
Network Music S6318

Studio & Facility Support
Products & Accessories

Burk Ty( . 1923

Mager Systems L 2030
RFEngineers.com L 2043
SBS L 2043
V -Soft L 2051
Prime LED L2109
Dataworld L 2123
Radio Systems L 2143
Ergo 2000 L2169
Denon Electronics L 2202
Telos Systems L 2251

Wicks Broadcast Solutions L 2315
Penny & Giles L 2334

Audemat L 2441

EDX Engineering L 2445
Lightwave Inc L 2446
Broadcast Tools L 2453
Moseley Associates L 2505
Wheatstone L 2515
RCS L 2533
Broadcast Electronics L 2705
Arrakis L 2743
International E -Z Up L 2754
Dielectric L 2915
Stardraw.com L 2969
Gorgy Timing L 2970
studio Technology L 3015

KD Kanopy L 3200 APW Enclosures L 5827

Superior Electric L 3215 Neutrik L 5&38

Comet North America _ L 3274 Storeel L6112
Circuit Research Labs_ L3305 APW Enclosures L6132
Energy-Onix L 3322 Nucomm L6819
Veetronix L 5135 Sachtler Corp L 7140

Nemal Electronics L5212 RTI L7147
ESE L 5227 Mole -Richardson L 7237

RCS L 5303 Encoda Systems L 8416

GAM Products L5304 Dielectric L 8442

Allen Osborne L 5309 Dove Systems L 8609

Harris L 5414 Thales Broadcast L 8700

Switchcraft L5649 Maxell L 8964

MADE IN OS A

. ONE

CARD.

tij

,4111 I rt Tit

..,40-' 4/..p.\ ' '

,
. .7."4-, Niii\k

i'. ,,- . ,e. - - \\ ''' -

liv

Am&
MAI T N

RD-Uri MIXING

\ INFINITE
POSSIBILITIES.,

i4 "'LAI! STREAMS
Introdidng the sound card withatlimits: the ASI6114. It handles just about any format:

analog cigitzil, MPEG, PCM, and even MP3. And our unique MRX multi -rate mixing

enable; playtmck, recording, and fixing of multiple audio streams at multiple sample

rates sc the -e's no need to resarnple. Add flexible synchronization and Windows/Linux

drives, and %) Wye got a card wits capabilities that are almost, well, infinite.

+1-302-324-5333
AwNEvimmmy

Ametwoolimr,

www.audioscience.com
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WSI Corporation
Tally Display Corp (TDC)
Electronic Associates......._....

L 9058
L 9268
L 9275

Thales Broadcast

e
L 9332

Thales Broadcast ............... .... L10653

Superior Electric

Anvil Cases

Baron Services L10177

Hannay Reels

L10620

L11046
L11375

Grass Valley Group .............. . L 9700
Tentel L9877
Weather Central 110172

Techni-Tool 111752

0 Beck Associates
L11961
L12026

Horita

Advanced Designs L12035
AccuWeather L12233

`Will -Burt L12516
Canare L12531
Imagine Products L12803
Bomar L13135
Wenger L13433
Gentner/Clear One L13760
Nelson Case L14034
Hardigg LI4549
Chief Manufacturing L15242
Ampex Data System L18776
TBC Consoles L19146
Videomagnetics L19238
Winsted L19520
Allen Avionics L19549
WhisperRoom L19557
ltelco USA Inc L20141
Amco Engineering 1.20616

Issue advertisers appear in red

Telestream

11:53ForecztviConsoleses..............::

1.20658
Astro Systems L20661
Masterclock 121700
Quintech Electronics S10044
Middle Atlantic Products 51522
Solutions Custom Furnishings .52860
Video Products Group
Pro Cyc

S3063
S3356

Peerless Industries
Kart -A -Bag

S3509
S4411

Medea Corporation S4552
Force Inc S4560
SunUp Digital
Xytech Systems
ScheduALL by VizuAll

S5132
S5158
S6032

RCS S6618
Mel Video Systems S8163
Thales Broadcast S9037
Philips S9051

System Integrators.
Consultants & Misc.

Services
Lightner Electronics
Rules Service Company
Klotz Digital
Mager Systems
Dataworld
Inovonics
Broadcast Richardson
Broadcast Electronics
Arrakis
Cartworks/dbm Systems
Creative Studio Solutions
Enco Systems
Scott Studios

L 1916
L 1928
L 1942
L 2030
L 2123
L 2237
L 2243
L 2705
L 2743
L 2957
L 2969
L 3051
L3115

Musicam USA L 3205
On Air Digital USA L 3342
RCS L 5303
Harris L 5414
Non -Stop Music Library L 5756
TeraNex L 5847
Scott Studios L 6135
Rees Associates, Inc. L 6432
Encoda Systems L 8416
A.F. Associates L 9116
Enseo/3DFX L13830
Digital Vision L12834
Avid L13200
DigiDesign L13212
Rorke Data L15112
Canal + Technologies Ll 68
Leitch Ll%11
Agilevision 122206
Matrox S1427
DataDirect Networks S5744
RealNetworks Stil044
Exatel Visual Systems St -72
VBrick Systems Sta.69
Norpak sais
RCS 56618
ViaCast Networks St644
Broadcast Richardson S6718
ChainCast Networks SrP34
Optibase S7223
Streaming2l 57258
Irdeto Access S7623
Digital Island S7667
Waves SM1
Virage S7863
Globecomm Systems 58433
International Datacasting SPR)3

AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD AT:

DIGILINK-FREE

Live On Air & Automation Software

 Fully Featured - High Powered

1 WEEK PLAY SCHEDULE

11Mrd Record Schedule for News

Uses Standard PC Sound

r

)iiirt
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Microspace Communications 59644
Kencast S9937

Wold International S9946

Test & Measurement
Equipment

Bird Electronic L 1742
Altronic Research L 2017
TerraSonde L 2103
Delta Electronics L 2111
Coaxial Dynamics L 2137
NTI (Neutrik Test Instuments) L 2167
I novonics L 2237
Calrec Audio Ltd L 2263
Audemat L 2441
Symetrix L 2444
Belar L 2723
Potomac Instruments L 2724
Ward -Beck L 2815
Prism Media Products L3123
RDL (Radio Design Labs) 13327
Rohde & Schwarz L 5510
Neutrik L 5838
Leader Instruments L6145
Trompeter Electronics L 6731
Tektronix Inc L8411
Dorrough Electronics L 9046
DSC Labs L 9068
Andrew L 9111
Tentel L 9877
Pixelmetrix L10643
Evertz L11443
Nalpak Video Sales L12508
Aztec Radiomedia L13362
Dolby Laboratories L19535
Sencore Electronics L20035
Astro Systems 120661
Z Technology L22911

Andrew S8423

Transmitters, Translators,
Exciters, Antennas &

Tuners

Superior Broadcast 111670 Hosa Technology L 6137

Extron L13218 Belden L 6445

Aztec Radiomedia 113362 Clark Wire & Cable L 8065

Technosystem L19164 Kings Electronics L 9134

Itelco USA Inc 120141 Bi-Tronics 110618
Lemo L11262

livAre, Cable & Couseeetors Techflex L11366

Tascam/Teac Professional L 2630 ATI L11435

Wi reworks L 4835 Audio Accessories L12274

Gepco International L 4929 Canare L12531

Nemal Electronics L 5212 Mohawk/CDT L12557

Switchcraft L 5649 Ensemble Designs L18355

Neutrik L 5838

Armstrong Transmitter L 1730
Phasetek L 1850
Bext L 2023
Circuitwerkes L 2043
SBS L 2043
DB Elettronica L 2155
Denon Electronics L 2202
Crown Broadcast L 2223
Nautel L 2323
Audemat L 2441
iBiquity Digital L 2475
Broadcast Electronics L 2705
LPB L 2715
Belar L 2723
Continental Electronics L 2763
ERI-Electronics Research L 2843
QEI L 2914
Dielectric L 2915
Shively Labs L 3004
Silicon Valley Power Amplifiers. L 3209
OMB America L 3222
Kintronic Labs L 3274
Energy-Onix L 3322
Nicom LLC L 3342
EMR Corporation L 3363
SWR L 4920
Propagation Systems Inc L 5246
Harris L 5414
Jampro Antennas Inc 16127
Dielectric L 8442
Kathrein, Scala Division L 8668
LeBlanc Broadcast L 9122
RFS Broadcast L 9337

Canithmad
An Integrated Defense Technologies Company

rJ

al SR Seriies
1M Trartarnitte

0

Great Them,
q`:,toelitertt Nowt

The
Convergence

Marketplace
BOOTH #L2763 RADIO HALL

Now ilViliabl@ through seism
RP Speeiattios °nicest

INVIRF Specialtiec
Fro' Group

www.rtspec.com

o :

800.733.5011
www.contelec.com
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FACILITY' p

1W 1-7%LPN.=

By Chriss Sciherer, editor

Changing from old-style analog

to nearly completely digital can

be an operational challenge,

but the reward

is worth the effort.

Studio one of two mirrored control rooms,
in the n3A, WCBS-AM studio fac lily.

66 March 21V . or adio.com



www.beadio.co

The RJ-45, CAT -5 Analog/Digital
Shielded Wiring Soh-tion.

601 Heron Drive
Bridgeport, New Jersey o80:4
(856) 467-8000 phony
(850 467-3°44 fax
www.radiosystems.ccm
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Presto!
Digitalization!

In 1962,WCBS-AM,NewYork,built
its Blackrock facilities in mid-
town Manhattan; a facility that

would serve the station for nearly 40
years.Duri ng that time,the station grew
and the best efforts were made to keep
the facility up to date with the station's
needs.When incremental changes are
made to a facility,an unfortunate con-
sequence is that the changes are typi-
cally based on short-term needs and
do not work well with long-term plans.

wCBS
NEWSROOM

ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER...

Traditional
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

10600 West 50th Avenue #5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-5004 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

Studio BA, the second of the two control rooms, is setup for dual-
anchor use.

After 38 years,theWCBS-AM studios were ready fora major upgrade.
The biggest challenge was to take the 38 years of facility operation
and rebuild it in only six months.

CBS owns and operates its broadcast center at 57th Street and 6th
Avenue, only a few blocks from the Blackrock site. It made sense to
move the AM station to the broadcast center where it would reside

SOUND CHOICE FURNITURE
High quality stock studio furniture from the manufacturers of

The Best Custom Studio Furniture

Best Materials Money can Buy 1-v7" thick 19 -ply plywood cabinet
13 -bey Finland Birch access panels (No particle board or melaminell

Solid Surface Tops No laminate to come loose, chip or crack.

 Above Counter Curved Rack Housing

Reversible Punch Block Cabinet

 Fast Instal ation

 Modular .

and colors ay.,

Built in Veitilation

 10 -Year Warranty

Introducing Sound Choic rom Mager Systems, the
manufacturer of Tie Best l t d Furniture. Sound Choice
Furniture is high quality Stock s r urniture. Featuring the same high
quality construction methods and materials found in Mager System's
custom furniture. Call today to see how Sound Choice Furniture will
benefit your studio.

fie.- MAGER See us at NAB

SYSTEMS sic. Booth #L2030

The Beet in Scurd Ftrriture

TEL: 623-780-0045  FAX: 623-780-9860

www.magersystems.com  mager@magersystems.com
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with its sister companies CBS Televi-
sion and Westwood One Radio Net-
works. The 8'h and 9'h floors of one
section of the building were available.
The plans were set into motion.

Radio Systems served as the
project's system integrator, providing
wiring design services. During the
planning phases, WCBS visited Ra-
dio Systems' offices several times to
finalize plans and make the final de-
cision to install the Klotz consoles,
an approach suggested by Radio Sys-
tems.The original plan was to use a
separate router and digital console
approach that would be integrated
later.The main advantage to this de-
cision is that mix -minus settings could
be created and stored for instant re-
call. With this on -the -fly mix minus
creation, it is not necessary for station personnel to call a station
engineer to set up a feed each time.

Seeing double
The studios occupy the fith floor and consist of two production

studios with a shared voice-over booth, four edit suites, two on -air
control rooms,a news area with 12 workstations and a producer's

The edit suites, rooms 8F through 81, have analog consoles with selectors for the sources on
the Klotz router.

position, and master control.
Having two on -air control rooms is not a typical

practice, but because of the 24 -hour news format,
having the second studio allows each studio to be
maintained without any on -air interruption or air
staff inconvenience.The two rooms also allow each
shift to set up in the studio before going on the air.

Since
1979 Mager
Systems has
been designing and
fabricating exquisite
custom studio furniture for the broa ustry nationwide.
Our unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
premium construction, 3D drawings and design, delivers, and
installation. Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on
solid surface tops exclusively, that will long out last wood
edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every
budget from economy to showplace. We
know the broadcast industry is changing
everyday, so, if you haven't looked at
Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to
see what we have new to offer like Turnkey
Prewiring. Call us today and find out why Mager
Systems is the best in sound furniture.

0

0

411Ff IT
firgi-rivrer

The Cound Furliture

IIII Designed,dal Fabricated,
.*,-",

Delivered

,.." ar d hstalled

N'

c

Visit is at NAB,
Boots #12030.

21602 N. Central Ame., Suite 1

Phoenix, Arian 85024

TEL: 622-7E0-0045

FAX: 623-70-9860

www.magersv-terns.com

nnager@rnagersv-iterns.com
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Presto!
Digitalization!

This second purpose,
while deemed desirable
during the planning stag-
es, is not used on a regu-
lar basis. Nonetheless, the

capability exists when
needed.

The two on -air control
rooms are mirror images
of each other.The rooms
have dual, equal -size
control consoles. Be-
cause most of the air
shifts have dual anchors,
it was important for each
anchor to have some lev-
el of control over audio
sources.The equal treat-
ment also requires both
anchors to be familiar
with the console and stu-
dio operations, so if one
anchor is absent,the oth-
er anchor is still in complete control of the control
room. The dual arrangement also maintains an
equal status between the anchors and does not
place a physical hierarchy within the room.

Modulation Monitors

Yv...CAI

1111111111111111111111111111111iMm

Digital STL / TSL Systems

11111111111111
I

Low Power Transmitters

system. Radio Systems

CATS wiring is run throughout the facility
with the Radio Systems Studio Hub

was also the system integrator for the project.

Typically, both anchors set their consoles the same,but because
of the routing design of the Klotz system, each console could have
a completely different arrangement. There are three computer
monitors above the console.Two of them display information from

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

- Visit us at NAB, Booth # L2914 -

QEI

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O.Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800.) 334-9154
Fax (856) 629-1751

Emergency Service (856) 728-2020
Web Site: http.//www.gei-broadcast.com

For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
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the Prophet Systems NextGen automation system. One shows the
commercial line-up and the other shows the news actualities.The
third screen is for the office network and typically is used to access
the Internet.

The all -news format relies on a great number of outside sources
such as traffic helicopters, traffic contributors
and live actualities. Nearly every outside source
requires its own mix -minus return feed.Creating
this multitude ol mix -minuses with a stand-alone
analog console would have required a great
deal of time and equipment. Changing the
unique settings of these return feeds for each
possible studio or workstations location would
have made the task impossible. The router de-
sign of the KlotzVadis allows these return feeds
to be created once without intervention from
the operator or engineering staff when a differ-
ent use is needed.

The production studios also mirror each other,
with the voice-over booth sitting between them on
one corner.The editing suites are smaller rooms
with basic program recording and editing func-
tions.These suites also have the only analog con-
soles in the facility.This was done because these
rooms typically do not require a large number of
audio sources to be available.The most frequent
use of these suites is to edit and assemble new

elements of program features that have several inter-
view pieces or require substantial editing.

The news workstations are used to gather news
and make it available for on -air delivery. This in-
cludes writing the scipt, aesembling any audio

Two production rooms, also in a mirrored confipration, share a voice-over boot,.

IT PAYS TO KNOW WHO LIVES NET DOOR

ABC Satellite Services realizes lust how important
the right community is to our customer's. That's why we offer

all the service, support flexibility and technology
you could ever need under one root.

obc SATELLITE
For more infor nation on how

you can live next doer call: 212-456-5801
or visit our website:

www.abcsatellioeservices.cam

-LI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H I I I
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Presto!
Digitalization!

The rack room efficiently occupies the floor space at one end of the facility. The secood
row of racks houses the computer -based equipment.

elements and saving the audio elements to the on -
air system. The on -air scripts are read from paper.
Each anchor has a printer at his position.

MO MI IN MI NI

Is your radio station r
the digital upgrade?

Digital LNBs and
Microwave Filters

et Sate areyou for t
digital conversion with our complete
Patriot Antenna package. Program
providers recommend a solid antenna,
with a minimum size of 3.8 meters for best
reception. The Patriot Antenna is 2°
compliant and will not warp like most
mesh or fiberglass dishes.

-lion with the BEST
PLL LNBs

I

minomum moommommmmmmmum so

Patriot Antenna Systems
704 North Clark Street, Albion, Ml 49224
800.470.3510  517.629.5990  517.629 6690 fax

In the center of the news area sits a
producer and associate producer. These
people oversee the overall on -air opera-
tion and ensure that all the required ele-
ments are available and ready to go.

The station's main conference room is
located next to the newsroom.There is a
large window facing into the newsroom,
where a clear view of the air studios is
available.This allows the conference room
to be used as a green room for guests and
their entourage to prepare for and observe
the interviewTie lines also allow the con-
ference room to be patched into the audio
system for use as a large interview or per-
formance space.

Moving in
The studios were completed and opera-

tional in October 2000. The station's occu-
pancy was immediate upon the facility's
completion.Because of this,the shakedown
period took place over the first few months
of operations. Not only did the air staff

transition to a new facility, they also moved into the digital age
ovemight.The change from carts and reel-to-reel recorders to digital
consoles and automation was a difficult transition forsome.Once the

IN IN El III NI III

I
I
I
I
U

I
I

,Order Online Today!

COALMARCLIA.ANTENNA SYSTEW

111111.11111111111r

www.sepatriot.corn  info©sepatriota

isommummElemmimm=====moimiiii
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new methods and systems were learned,the staff embraced use of the
new systems and found it hard to believe how operations were
handled in the old facility.

While the Klotz consoles are the center of the facility's operation,
the backbone is the Radio Systems Studio Hub wiring system.All
the studio interconnects are CAT5 wire. The StudioHub installa-
tion at WCBS is the largest terrestrial radio station installation to
date. Many StudioHub components were also custom built for
WCBS, and Klotz wrote custom software routines to accommo-
date the installation.

Stations continue to embrace digital technology to take advan-

Equipment
List

360 Systems Instant Replay

360 Systems Short Cut

Alesis Point Seven monitors

Benchmark MicroFrame audio

system

Burk ARC16 remote control
Comrex Hotline POTS codecs

Crown D-75 power amps
Denon DN-961FA CD players
Digidesign ProTools DAW

Dorrough 1200 audio test set
Electro-Voice 7100 power amps
Electro-Voice RE27 microphones

Electro-Voice Sentry 100A monitors

Eventide BD500 profanity delay
Fostex 6301B powered monitors
Klotz Spherion control surfaces
Klotz Vadis audio frames

KRK 7000B monitors

Luxo mic booms
MediaTouch iMediaLogger
Middle Atlantic racks
Moseley PCL6010 STL

O.C. White mic booms
Panasonic telephone system

QEI Catlink T-1 interface
Radio Systems clock system

Radio Systems Millennium consoles

Radio Systems Studio Hub + wiring

system

Studio Technology furniture

Symetrix 565E compressor
Tascam 122 Mk Ill cassette decks

Tascam MD -301 Mk II minidisk

decks

Telos Delta 100 hybrids
Telos One hybrids

Telos Zephyr ISDN codecs

TFT EAS system

Wohler Amp 2A monitor amp

tage of its flexibility. For WCBS, the digital plan will
allow the station to upgrade and grow without fear
of becoming trapped in antiquated surroundings.
The choice to go digital was not simply because it
was digital, but because it should allow the station
to operate in its new facilities for at least the next
40 years.

Thanks to Mark Olkowski, Barry Siegfried, Dan Lobes and
Jeremy Schumacher of WCBS-AM for providing information
for this article. Rack photo on page 70 courtesy of Radio
Systems. All other photos by Chriss Scherer.

k.

"We're On -Air
in Five Minutes."

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...

Trust Short/cut 2000" to get a move on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on -air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued -up and ready to go.

We've also tripled audio storage to a whopping 12 hours
- and with a hard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.

Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's #1 choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.

Lei le

EMCEE
bey

360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, C A 91361  Phone (818) 991-0360  Fax (818) 991-1360
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Field Report

SBS Guardian 2
By Ron Bartlebaugh

he one rack -space Guardian 2 stereo audio
and composite signal -fail control unit pro-
duced by Sound Broadcast Services (SBS)

 is designed to provide management of
analog audio and composite signals. The
unit has a main stereo audio input, an
alternate stereo audio input, and a reserve
stereo audio input. If one of the main audio
input channels fails, the Guardian will de-
rive a mono signal to both output channels
from the remaining input channel. If both
main audio input channels are lost, the unit
will switch to an alternate audio source

Performace at a glance
Compact size (1R11)
Baseband audio or composite signal operation
Adjustable thresholds
Front -panel status indicators
Automatic switching of backup sources
Available from Broadcasters General Store

such as
a secondary STL sys-

tem. In the absence of the main and
alternate audio inputs, the Guardian 2 will
switch to and start a reserve audio source
such as a CD player.The unit utilizes high -
quality sealed relays in its audio switching
circuits, thereby eliminating active compo-
nents in the audio path.

In addition to monitor and control of
baseband audio, the Guardian 2 can also
monitor a composite signal.When loss of
the primary composite signal is detected,
the unit will switch to an alternate compos-
ite signal source.There is no active circuitry
in the composite signal path of the unit.The
composite detector threshold level is front -
panel adjustable via a LED and a recessed
trim pot and can be defeated for use at
stations that broadcast in mono.The com-
posite monitor includes a pilot detector

that will switch to the backup system immediately if the
pilot fails. An adjustable PLL pilot lock circuit is part of the
composite detector configuration.

Smart sensing
The Guardian 2 discerns between fault conditions such

as line hum versus program audio via the use of 300Hz to
3kHz bandpass filters that are followed by separate dynam-
ic and static level detectors. SBS states the possibility of false
triggering is nearly eliminated by using this combination
of filters and detectors.The static (constant level) detector
looks for fixed audio levels while the dynamic detector
looks for varying overall levels.The static detector thresh-
old at which the Guardian 2 will switch to its fault mode is
adjustable from -25 to 0dB and is adjusted by utilizing a
2kHz tone, a front -panel recessed trim pot, and a front -panel
LED indicator:the dynamic detector adjustment establish-
es the dynamic program level that will cause a fault
condition and is adjusted using program audio, a front -
panel recessed trim pot, and a front -panel LED. The time
before a fault is detected is adjustable in various steps from
5- to 90 sec 3nds via a front -panel rotary switch.The front -

panel composite detector recessed trim pot con-
trol along with its associated LED indi-
cator sets the level at which the detec-
tor operates. The audio detectors can
be defeated for stations that only wish
to use the unit to switch between audio

sources via external commands.
The Guardian has additional front -panel indicators.They

include left and right audio,composite signal,alt/main,and
pilot. Each LED indicates green when in the normal mode
and red when in the fault mode.The pilot LED shows only
green when the pilot signal is present.

The rear -panel includes a DB-25 connector.Several status
functions, including power supply and audio status as well
as multiple latching and momentary contacts for the
control of external devices, are present on the connector.
Other functions found on the DB-25 include the ability to
remotely switch the system to the alternate or reserve audio
source or to feed both audio outputs via either the left or
right inputs only. Outputs for all detectors are included in
the connector pin out for interfacing the Guardian to an
external logging or alarm system. All OK status outputs are
open collector,capable of sinking 100mA with a maximum -
switched voltage of 30V DC or 50V AC.

More connections
Other connectors on the rear panel include audio I/O as

well as composite signal I/O. The main, alternate and
reserve audio input connectors and the audio output
connectors are balanced XLR with switchable 60052 termi-
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nations on the main and alternate audio inputs. The
composite signal I/O jacks are BNC female. The power
connector is a filtered IEC 320 male connector with an
integrated fuse.The Guardian 2 appears to be well shielded
for use in high RF environments and has a rear -panel
ground lug.The internal construction is good to excellent.
A single high -quality printed circuit board is used and all
integrated circuits,of which there are many,are on sockets.
The accompanying manual is well written and includes
schematics and a complete parts list with
the names of the parts manufacturers.
Overall, the unit is well -constructed for
long-term use in unattended installations.

Installation and setup is made easy us-
ing the front -panel adjustments and LED
indicators. The switching between the
main, alternate and reserve audio sourc-
es was smooth and quiet. We configured
the Guardian to start a CD machine and to
report an alarm condition when, by using
the circuits available at the DB-25 connec-
tor, it was forced into the reserve audio
mode. Both functions worked well as
plan ned.The reserve audio input includes
a switchable 10dB gain amplifier for use
with equipment having lower output lev-
els. I also successfully tested the loss of
one audio channel function whereby the
unit switches the remaining audio input
channel to both outputs.The composite
signal detector is an added bonus rarely
found on similar units of this type and
switches rapidly to a back-up composite
signal source when the primary compos-
ite signal is lost. The circuitry of the unit
appeared to be stable even when subject
to several rapid power outages under test
conditions.The SBS Guardian 2 is a prac-
tical and yet unique product. Its many
uses, such as automatically switching
between S'TL systems or audio proces-
sors, are only limited to the creative minds
of engineering personnel.

Ron Bartlebaugh is director of engineering for
the WKSU Stations, Kent, OH, and president of
Audio and Broadcast Specialists, Akron, OH.

Sound Broadcast Services
Available from Broadcasters General Store

352-622-7700

352-629-7000

www.sbsfm.com

sales@sbsfm.com

NAB Booth L 2043

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature for radio
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio station,
production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manufacturer
support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the author if
requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any device tested,

positive or negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or
disapproval by BE Radio.

a digital exciter
that does what all digital:

exciters should do.

0

The new P=Arrigladigital FM exciter from Broadcast
Electronics is the first exciter to offer all of the following in a single

package, and all of it as standard equipment:

Direct to diannel digital svntheiis

Accepts all of the following inputs:

 Composite
 AES/EBU

 Mono
 Left and Right analog

Automatically switches between inputs

All operational parameters programmable from

full color front panel screen

Fully IBOC compatible: Allows for low level
combining implementations without the use of a

second exciter or costly external combiners

and filters.

-APP. '4111110011/0101111111111111111111011111

he latest in a long line :it innovative FM exc ters from Broadcast Ele
A 250 watt version is also available.

111110044111416

www.bdcast.com (888) 232-3268
02002 Sroth..1,1 I lilironics, Ini. Ih III is a registierel Irackmark 01 k s, Inc. tinni2
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Field Report
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Mackie HR824
By Jon Taylor

do some freelance. I also have a great radio
job at KCFX-FM, Kansas City That does not
mean that my freelance work is not lucra-
tive; it has done me very well. KCFX is a
guarantee and I also produce "The Kansas
City Chiefs Radio Network" (KCFX being
the flagship station of one of the largest
networks in the NFL). I produce promos
and sweepers for many medium -to -large
market,KCFX and The Chiefs,and the occa-
sional national radio or television com-
mercial. I've heard most studio monitors

Performace at a glance

Flush connection points on back

10kHz, ±2dB high shelving

Overload light triggered by both amplifiers

80Hz bass roll -off switch

Front on/off switch

Switchable acoustic
space aplications

Foam -filled cabinet
interior

Ruler -flat response

known to radio.
The Mackie Compa-

ny has long been
known for its moni-
tors. Realizing that
what you hear is the
ultimate end -product
and flat -real sound is
the key to good pro-
duction of any nature,

Mackie produced asmall,
powered monitor that deliv-

ers real, accurate sound. With a
150W amp on the back of each cab-
inet, it's not lacking for power.

Unlike many powered speakers,
Mackie's are well designed.A TRS,1/4-
inch or XLR plug can be connected
without it sticking out horizontally
from the amp.In other words,you can place
this speaker flush against a wall. Many
powered speakers prior to the HR824s

have had the plugs perpendicular to the monitor surface.
With the 824s thus designed, they preserve a major benefit
of powered monitors: space saved by a bulky power amp
taking needed rack space.

Something I found pleasing were the option switches
on the back of each speaker. They are switchable
positions based on placement and room size. Mackie
calls them acoustic space applications.There is a perfor-
mance switch for "against the wall", "in corners" or
"away from walls". This is known as "full -space", "half -

space" and "quarter-space."Also, if you know your room
well, there is a switch to tweak the low- and high -

frequency response. It's a joy to experiment with these
settings because each decision really does affect the
sound.

The particulars
Mackie also gives you a roll -off option.The bass roll -off

reduces !ow frequencies below 80Hz. For high frequen-
cies, there is the availability to decrease sounds above
10Hz by 2dB.

Anothe- bonus to powered speakers is the front panel
power sw itch. It's nice to know when you leave the studio
for the day that your monitors are off. Also, you're not as

likelytochangeaset-
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Rear panel detail.

ting by mistake while
fumblingontheback
for a power switch.

Also on the front
panel is an overload
switch. I've already
said the HR824s are
loud, but they are
also punchy. The
throw is short and
hard. At 50 percent
and plus volume
they are accurate
and flat.The soun d
picture is uniformly
accurate.

The HR824s can
compete with any
powered speaker -
sub combos with
two times the price
tag. There are two

power amps on each unit.The low -frequency amp is 150W
into 412 with a burst power output of 300W. The high
frequency amp is 100W into 612 with a burst power output
of 210WFrom directly in front of the monitors or at a 15 -foot
distance, the sound is similar to a "live" sound.
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The tweeter is a one -inch alloy dome
that has fantastic power handling. An
8.75 -inch woofer with a mineral -filled
cone and a long -throw voice coil han-
dles the bottom end. Inside the speaker
is a massive magnet, which lends to the
over-all weight.

The cabinet of the HR824 is a resin wood
material:Me enclosure is filled with sound
dampening material. Many smaller mon-
itors have that boxy sounding midrange
as a result of not enough fiberglass damp-
ening inside. The extra foam keeps that
sound pure and not bouncing around the
cabinet until it finally finds a place to exit,
thus delivering less -than -true sound re-
production.

Each monitor comes with a signed cer-
tificate of performance verifying the flat
response of ±1.5dB from 39Hz to 22.kHz,
and certifiying that the monitor has under-
gone a thorough bias and quality-conrol
adjustment. The verification is made with
a DSP-based audio measurement system.
With this, any two HR824 monitors are
perfectly matched.

Look,we all know the"sweet-spor sound
we long for. If you did it right, the Mackie
HR824 will let you know. No sound will
come out of these monitors that was not
there when you recorded it. If, through the
HR824, your piece sounds the way you
envisioned it, then it's done.

Taylor is creative services director of KCFX-
FM, Kansas City.

Mackie

7Fp 800-898-3211

425-487-4337

W www.mackie.com

E productinfo@mackie.com

NAB Booth L12855

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
BE Radio feature for radio broadcasters. Each
report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a
radio station, production facility or consulting
company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio.

NTI New Sind Generation
...Would like to welcome the newest member of the Minstruments family,

the Digilyzer DL1

"Pr

Everyone needs a good listener
The Digilyzer DL1 handles virtually all digital audic

-ormats in:luding ADAT up to 964.Hz sampling rate.

Simple and intuitive operation to monitor, anal'ze

and troubleshoot any digital signal.

Together, the Minstruments comprehensively provide

your audio measurement soluticns at an outstEnding value.

Please look us up at:
Neutrik Tess Instruments INTO, 3520 Crater St., St -Laurent, PQ, Canada, H4T 1A7

Tel: (514) 314 5220  Toll free: 800 661 6388  canadz ent-instuments.com  WWAnt-instrume

More innovative solutions...
Thermal Sentry III

monitors transmitter operating temperature

analog output for remote monitoring

programmable alarm output with relay

front panel adjustments and LED display

two air temperature sensors included

indicates failed or clogged ventilation system

early warning for antenna icing conditions

Time  Temperature  ID

time and temperature delivery for automation

60 seconds cf user recordable storage

automatically vanes message delivery

professional male announcer voice

temperature in Fahrenheit or Calms

battery backed AC synchronized clock

digital message storage - no moving pans

Diaiup Audio Irterface

perform unarended remote &oadcasts

DTMF operated controller with relay outpu's

fully programmable output on any key press

momentary and/cr maintained relay outputs

four logic inputs with programmable output

balanced audio input and output with ALC

seven DPDT .elays and one 4PDT relay

e.;

innovative solutions Sine Systems.
nashville, tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.corn
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Field Report

Broadcast Electronics Predator
By Allen Sherrill, CSRE

of long before I came to work for theTucson
radio stations owned by Journal Broad-
cast Group, the company had purchased
KGMG, a Class -C2 rimshot FM station. Be-
cause the transmitter was located on top of
a mountain northeast of the city without
line -of -sight to some of the outlying sub-
urbs, the station had signal problems in
parts of the city, some of which housed
desirable demographics. After consider-
able investigation of the problem, our con-
clusion was that a fill-in translator was the
best solution for fixing the "hole" in the
station's predicted coverage. Unfortunate-
ly, the FCC had imposed a freeze on new
commercial FM translators, but with a great
deal of effort we were able to purchase an
existing local translator and upgrade its
license to suit our needs.

When it came time

Performace at a g ance

Self-contained high -power digital exciter

Frequency adjustable from front panel

Short boot -up period

Provision for automatic analog audio backup

Simple AC power requirements

Connections for PC control

to purchase equip-
ment to build the
translator, our goal
was to buy a digital
transmitter to match
the upgrades we've
done at our other FM

sites. Any of the digital FM exciters current-
ly on the market would probably have
beensuitable, but our application required
a transmitter power output of more than
200W, and our preference was for a stan-
dalone transmitter instead of an exciter
mated with a power amplifier. Broadcast
Electronics' Predator with the optional
250W RF output module nicely fit these
requirements.

Put to use
The Predator ocupies 4RU, measures 16 -inches deep

and weighs less than 30 pounds. In addition to the front -

panel LED status indicators and modulation meters, there
is a small LCD display with a membrane -style keypad,
used for setting exciter parameters and displaying vari-
ous readings.The display may be a little difficult for some
to read, but I found the operation of the keyboard to be
intuitive and effective.

The Predator's frequency is set from the keypad. This
feature can be disabled via an internal jumper, which is
probably the preferred setting.There is also a provision for
synchronizing the exciter to an external frequency refer-
ence for use in synchronous FM applications.

Our unit has the digital AFS/EBU input module option. One
regret is that I didn't include the additional analog composite
input module, which would allow for automatic switchover
to an analog audio source if the AES signal fails. However,
there is a provision to allow use of one of the rear -panel SCA
inputs as an emergency composite input, enabled by a

single internal jumper change. The Predator's AES input
accepts sampling rates from 32kHz to 56kHz, which are
converted to its internal 32kHz rate.The manual warns that
if any form of compressed audio is fed into the AES inputs,
overshoots will result. A digital limiter circuit is included in
the digital stereo generator to remove these overshoots.

The Predator has simple power requirements: 100-240
VAC, 50/60Hz, single phase, which

makes it easy to power
from a typical rack outlet.
AC-to-RF effic iency for the
250W transmitter is spec-
ified at 40 percent assum-
ing operation at full pow-
er. Once AC power is ap-
plied, the unit takes less
than ten seconds to boot
and produce RF.

Final preparation
As soon as the Predator arrived at our office, I put it on the

bench and connected it to a dummy load. I ran it at full
power for several hours on the bench, and then installed
it in its permanent location and ran it for a couple of weeks
into a dummy load, without any problems. One minor
difficulty presented itself during installation; the Predator,
being primarily intended as an exciter,does not have an RF
output on -off control,but rather the typical exciter RF"mute"
connection for use with transmitter control circuits. An
external latching relay was necessary for remotely turning
the Predator's RF on and off. The remote interface does
include provisions for RF power control and voltage,
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current and status metering. There are also ports for con-
necting a PC, either directly or via modem.

Once on the air,I had the airstaff monitor the translator
signal to compare it with the main site's signal. The air
staff was quick to notice the slight audio delay from the
digital exciter.

The Predator has operated nearly trouble -free since it
was put into service in April of last year.The only problem
occurred after a power failure at the translator site, when
the backup generator came online briefly; during the
switchover back to AC mains, the Predator"glitched" and
the RF could not be turned on.The cure was to cycle the
Predator's AC power.We've since installed a UPS to protect
the unit from AC power line disturbances. Apart from
weekly meter readings and occasional dusting of the unit's
cooling fan filter, I have not had to perform any mainte-
nance on the Predator.

I've done informal listening tests between the primary
and translator signals.The differences, if any, between the
two signals are subtle, as one would expect if both trans-
mitters were being fed from the same processor (although
the main transmitter has an analog exciter and a conven-
tional composite STL).The Predator has a fuller low end
when compared to the analog transmitter's audio.

We're happy with the Predator's performance in our fill-in
translator application. It has admirably fulfilled our require -

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager,
DataLine & Data Works Systems

Call for A// the Details !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc. corn

mentforaself-contained digital exciter/trans-
lator transmitter, at a reasonable price.

Sherrill is chief engineer at KMXZ, KZPT,
KFFN and KC,MC Tucson, AZ.

Broadcast Electronics

P 217-224-9600

F 217-224-9607

Wwww.bdcast.com

Ebdcast@bdcast.com
NAB Booth L 2705

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio.

Modular Sound Isoiation Studios

For the best performance, choose a modular
enclosure from Acoustic Systems for your

new studio's sound 'oundation.

2211L ACOUSTIC....111i
I'M; SYSTEMS

800/749-1460
FAX: 5 12/444-2282

www.acousticsystems. corn
e-mail: info@acousticsystems. corn
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Insight onSessions
There's more to the convention than just the show floor.

By Barry Thomas, CPBE CBNT BE Radio answers your session questions.

Each yearthe NAB and SBE team up lo offer
the most concentrated broadcast engi-
neering education opportunity available.

Eac h Spring, the NAB convention hosts the Broad-
cast Engineering Conference (BEC) which has
been the launching point for countless broad-
cast technologies and new ideas. This year, the
BE': offers a rich landscape of engineering issues
to explore.

The Saturday, pre -conference sessions of tt e BEC
are typically reserved for workshops and schools,
anc this year is no exception. SBE and IEEE offer
extended workshops that build on real -world
broadcast engineering issues.

Saturday April 6
SBE Broadcast Networking Tutorial, 9a.m. to 4p.m.

This day -long session is presented through
the Ennes Educational Foundatior. Trust.

This popular workshop was offered last
year and will provide education on

computer systems and networks
based on the unique needs of -.odays
broadcast installations. Immediately
following this program, the SBE will
offer testing for its Broadcast Network-
ing Technologist (CBNT) certification.

Preregistration is recommended, jut on -
site registration will be available or the
exam period. More information is avail-
able at www.sbe.org.

IEEE Streaming for Broadcast Engineers Tutorial, 9a.m. to 4p.m.
This IEEE will include presen:ations on video and audio content

distribution over IP DTV Datacasting, and a broadcast engineer's
perspective of the process. session is a highlight of the NAB
)(stream conference and is aya fable to full conference registants.

Sunday April 7
Broadcast Engineering Conference Opening, 9a.nt. to 9:43a.m.

This is one session not to miss. The world watched in horror in
September as World 'Rade Cent2- collapsed. Broadcast engineers
mourn not only the lives tha-. were lost but also the one -of -a -kind
broadcast transmission facili:y and those engineers who muffled
it.Dr.Oded Bendov, one of the o- einal designers of the
facility and Patrick Walsh, project manager for the
antenna system will be presentinga visual history of the
design and installation of the a: tenna system that was
home to 14 NTSC and DTV television stations and four
FM stations. The director of the New York/New Jersey
Broadcaster's Coalition, Will all Baker, will discuss the
plans for replacement of the rr assive facility.

Domestic DAB Developments. 9:45a.m. to 12:15p.m.
This engineering session will be an in-depth look at the state

of IBOC and its future. It will ixlude a state -of -the -industry
report and technical presentations by the NRSC on adjacent -
channel tests, AM and FM lab an field tests, data transmission
over IBOC and even audio prccessing techniques.

Worldwide DAB Developments, 3p.m. to 5p.m.
International sessions often p-Dvide valuable insight on

broadcast technology and the future of our industry. These
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sessions comprise a worldwide look at DAB radio and video experiences and
research in UK, Canada and Japan. Digital transmission standards and methods
will be discussed as well as wireless IP networking, 3G, and broadband network
technologies. Expect extensive discussion of IP-based media contribution net-
works for audio and video digital broadcasting.

The elements of this session will include an update on Digital Radio Mondiale,
a DAB update for Japan, a report on integrating 3C wireless and DAB on the Isle
of Man and implementing a DAB contribution ne-work using II?

1100° Series

LX -6105

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
 Self -setting time code

readers
 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

Visit us at NAB
Booth# L5327.

www.ese-web.com

310-322-2136  FAX 31 0-322-81 27
142 SIEFFIA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA
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Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Visit us at
NAB 2002

Booth L3001

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

Oh Kay Industries
--Imirt'=-=PHASEMASTER

Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St #6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax)

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

www.kayind.com info@kayind.com

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 12.5kW.

See us at NAB
Booth #L2137.

C COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS id RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland. OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com
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Insight onSessions
SBE @ NAB

The 5. 3ciety of Broadcast Engineers
has se% eral events planned during

the NAE: convention. Be sure to add
these your date book as well.

April 6
9:00a.m. tc 2:15p.m. - Ennes Workshop
2:30p.m. tc 3:30p.m. - CBNT exam session
LVCC

April 8
10:00a.n- is Noon
SBE Frequency Coordinators Meeting
LV Hilton. Meeting Rooms 13 & 14

2:00p.m. to 4:00p.m.
Tower Consortium Meeting
LV Hilton. Me=ting Rooms 13 & 14

April 9
9:00a.m. tc 11:30a.m.
SBE/NFL Cane Day Coordinators Meeting
LV Hilton Meeting Room 13 & 14

9:00a.m. to Noon - Certification Exams
11/ Hilton Cnference Room :0

1:00a.m. to 3:00p.m. - EAS Meeling
11/ Hilton Meeting Room 12

2:00p.m. to 4:00p.m. - SBE Frequency Coordi-
nation Meeting - BAS 2 GHz Transition Grcup
IV Fulton Meeting Roo. -n 13 & 14

5:00p.m. tc 6:30p.m. - Membersiip Meeting
LVCC, 5220

4pril 1(1
EFD Coironi-tee Meeting - 1:30p.m. to 3:00p m.
Location 113.4



Monday April 8
This mixed set of topics covers real -world situations and

problems facing radio stations.The first session, Regulating
Antennas and7bwers -The Zoning and Siting Wars,deals with a
problem many stations encounter when a new tower site is
sought. Federal, state and local governament agencies and
neighborhood associations have restricted antennas and
towers with policies that are hardly uniform.The center of the
discussion will the National Antenna Consortium's proposal
for a unified national antenna policy.

In Digital Broadcasting AsoundThe World: Real World Experi-
ences, attended will learn about what is happening with DAB
outside the United States.The IBOC Implemen-
tation session will provide answers to some of
the common questions stations ask about the
conversion to 1BOC, from the antenna to the
transmitter and into the audio chain.

Tuesday Apra 9
The practical information continues on lbesday

with more more sessions designed to help attend-
ees improve their stations' facilities.

Radio Facilities Engineering Part I, 9a.m. to 12p.m.
Changing ownership and market considerations

have initiated the increased modification of radio
facilities. This session will involve design consider-
ations and field reports of antenna and FM combiner/
master antenna systems but will also include engineer-
ing documentation procedures, digital audio wiring,
and ISDN/Switched Telco principles.

www.beradio.com
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DON'
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CLEARCHANNEL
Satellite Services

Yocr Total 24 Hour 7 Day a Week Uplink Downlink Solution

Services Include
C -Band, Ku Band, MCPC and SCPC

Backhaul Service
Domestic and International

24 x 7 Network Operation Center
Equipment Sales for both Uplink and Downlink Service
Professional Installation and Technical Support Service

Tel: 303-925-1708
Fax: 303-925-1714
emati: ccsssales@clearchannel.com

Distribution For
Anacom

Baird
Broadcast Tools
Channel Master

Codan
Comtech Antenna;

Comstream
Norsat

Panamax
Patriot

Prodeiin.
SierraCom
Starguide
Wegener

Clear Channel Satellite Service
7042 S. Revere Pkwy., Suite 45

Englewood. CO 8011

Feed ycxx mixer to
a bunch of stuff
with PATCHBOX!

PATCHBOX is a
"passive DA" that
gives you 11 ste-eo
outputs! 5 balanced
and 5 unbalanced
outputs can feed
DATs, sound cards,
tape decks, efx
loops, VCRs, dub
racks. XLR, 1/4",
and RCA out-
puts can all be
usec without interaction
or signal degradation.

only $195!
IN S7OCK at all Henry Engineering d alers.

For eetailed info,
visit www.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077
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Insight onSessions
Radio Facilities Engineering Part II, 1p.m. to 3p.m.

The Tuescay afternoon session wi.l be comprised of presenta-
tions that address the future of radio broadcast technooky.There
will be a presentation on transmiss.on power measurement
considerations as well as discLssions of advar.ced program
monitoring technologies, interactive radio technologies and the
continued convergence of radio ar.d computing technologies.

Radio Transmitters: A Practical Workshop, 3p.m. to 5:30p.m.
This workshop. now a regu.arly occurring event,offers impor-

tant, real -world information about transmitter maintenance.
This is always a popular and information -filled workshop so
you'll want 70 arrive early and bring your notebook.

Wednesday April 10
The last day of the Broadcast Engineering Conference in-

cludes the annual Technology Luncheon, where the NAB's
Engineering Achievement Award winners receive their awards.

Emergency Preparedness & Security for broadcasters,
9a.m. to //:30a.m.

The current US s:ate of alert has offered another reminder of
the importance of the broadcaster in emergency prepared-
ness.The session will provide important preparatory steps for
network and broadcast facilities to serve the public and stay
on the air during disasters.These technical and management
procedures will apply to stations regard less of market or status.

Technology Luncheon, 12:00p.m. to 1:45p.m.
The NAB2002 Engineering Acnievment Awards for Radio

and Television will be presented at the
luncheon. Pau, C.Schaferpresident of

Schafer International, will receive
the radio award.

AM Directional Antenna
Essentials, 2:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.

This is an essential session for
anyone who is responsible for
an AM antenna system. Noted
AM designers and consultants

Benjamin Dawson and Ronald
Rackley will present critical infor-
mation and experiences with di-
rectional arrays.

Continued on page 93
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FM Transmitters

All Power levels 20 watts to 30,000 watts
100% Solid State or Grounded Grid

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on front

panel shows operating
parameters

Solid State FM Transmitters
Featuring the latest Cold Mos fett Design

Models range from 20 watts to 10,000 watts

20 watt Exciter 850.00
100 watt Transmitter 2,000.00
250 watt Transmitter 3,000.00
350 watt Stereo Transmitter 3,500.00
500 watt Transmitter 4,000.00

1,000 watt Transmitter 7,000.00
Many other models to choose from

Transmissions Line
Superior Broadcast Products offers a wide
range of transmission line and accessories

V2 inch Foam Coax as low as
7/8 inch Foam Coax as low as

1 Vs inch Foam Coax as low as
2 1/4 inch Foam Coax as low as

$1.40 per foot
$3.50 per foot
$8.50 per foot

$12.00 per foot
Call for prices on other sizes

High Performance Digitally Synthesized FM Exciter

1111111111,-

'

Studio to Transmitter Link
Frequency Agile Composite

Transmitter and Receiver

I- .11

WA,  -4

Both Transmitter and Receiver $3,500.00
Transmitter Receiver
10 watt output Active band pass filter
Stereo or Mono Full Metering
Full Metering Fast Delivery
Two SCA inputs Two SCA outputs

One year limited warranty

FM Antennas
Power Levels from 500 to 20,000 watts per bay

One bay
Two bay
Four bay
Six bay

500 watt input
500 watt input
2,000 watt input
3,000 watt input

Broadband Medium
Two bay
Three bay
Three bay
Four bay
Four bay
Six bay
Six bay
Eight bay

3,000 watt input
3,000 watt input
10,000 watt input
3,000 watt input
10,000 watt input
3,000 watt input
10,000 watt input
10,000 watt input

495.00
1,200.00
1,990.00
3,500.00

Power
2,400.00
3,400.00
4,000.00
4,400.00
4,800.00
6,250.00
7,000.00
9,500.00

Many other models and power levels

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, TX 75248
Ph. 800/279-3326  Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2577
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Insight onSessions
( oolinued from page 84

Outside the BEC
While the Broadcast Engineering Conference is your chance to

hone your technical chops, there are other events of note to add to
your schedule.

Sunday, April 7, Radio Opening Reception, 4:00p.m. to 5:30p.m.
Start your NAB2002 experience by hooking up with colleagues

and new friends in Radio.

Monday, April 8, Cyberjocking: Sound Live Every Time, No Matter
Where You Live, 1:00p.m. to 2:15p.m.

Can you tell the difference between live and voice tracked?

Wednesday, April 10, Amateur Radio Operators Reception,
6:00p.m. to 8.00p.m.

Spend a relaxed evening talking shop,swapping tales and enjoy-
ing the fellowship of the radio amateur community.

Xstream Conference
Convergence of radio and streaming technology has required

radio engineers to be aware of and, in some cases, fluent in the
language of streaming media.The Xtream conference kicks off with
the IEEE Streaming Media Supersession on Saturday (outlined
previously) and continues with sessions on successful website
operations, IP multicast and a complete overview of the conver-
gence of the broadcasting and online worlds.

Indeed this year's NAB conferences will offer a wealth of educa-
tion for the broadcast engineer with available exposure to impor-
tant emerging technologies. Of course I recommend you make a
point and enjoy the NAB experience futher and get tickets to Jay
Leno's one -night -only performance at the Bellagio on Sunday night,
April 7. Full -conference registrants receive $25.00 off the admission
for this unique performance just for broadcasters.

I encourage you to visit the NAB website,www.nab.org,and click on
the Conventions and Conferences sections to explore the complete

program and schedule your days before you attend.
Your full conference registration will give you access
to any of these sessions. SBE members receive the
NAB -member registration rate, which can save signif-
icant money over non -NAB -member fees.

Don't forget to allow plenty of exhibit floor time tosee
the new technology available for your stations!

Thomas is chief technology officer of StratosAudio,
Los Angeles.

Who will win?
The BE Radio NAB2002

Pick Hit Awards
Each year since 1985, BE Radio has presented awards
to the top ten best new products unveiled at the NAB
convention. Our panel of industry professionals,
representing a wide range of radio broadcast techni-
cal prowess, search the convention floor to determine
what they believe to be the best new products.

Radio
R adlo PAawaalien

The list of award recipients will appear
in the June issue.

The BE Radio Pick Hit judges operate anonymously and inde-
pendently during the show, looking for products that fit a real
need in radio. We'll an nounce their names afterthe awards have
been presented. The BE Radio Pick Hit Awards are the premier
technical awards presented at NAB2002. Look for the award
plaques on Thursday, April 11, asyou walk theconvention floor.

Register Data Systems
Moving with technology into the 21st

Phantom II

Replicator

Traffic & Billing
Software

Visit us at the NAB
2002 - Booth 1925

111.1111111.1111111111111112111. _., . .

1-800-521-5222- Boofi # 192 --
www.registerdata.zom
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E-castinu

Online audio processing
By Cornelius Gould

t is generally advisable to use a separate
processor when setting up an Internet
stream for the purpose of re -broadcasting
your station over the Internet. With the
recent AR RA scare, many stations have
resorted to a split between the over -the -air
feed and a source for the Internet audience
during commercial breaks.

Depending on the method used, sta-
tions may find themselves needing some
kind of separate audio processing for
webcasting operations. Many are faced
with the question,"What should I do for
Internet processing?"

Audio processors designed for webcasting will produce the best sonic re

There all kinds of options available to
you ranging from just using an Aphex
Compellor to employing one of the full -
featured digital audio processors available
from companies such as Omnia or Orban.

What should you choose? It depends on
what streaming system you're using. It will
also depend on your format.

Digital reduction basics
Bit -rate reduction algorithms, such as

MPEG,Real Audio,Microsoft's MSV2 codec
and others used for webcasting generally
take the form orlossy" data compression.
Remember that a linear 44.1kHz stereo
audio stream is about 1.6Mb/s.Tbe MPEG
Layer 3 at 256kb/s compression ratio is
about 6:1. At 128kb/s the ratio is approxi-
mately 11:1.

Through data reduction, data is removed
to make the audio stream (or file) smaller.
This data is gone forever. (A complete
description of how masking works is cov-
ered in "How it works:' BE Radio February
2002, page 64.)

The lowerthe bit -rate, the more artifactsare

let through.This is why a 28.8kb/s MP3 Internet audio stream
sounds so unnatural when compared to one at 128kb/s.

The critical area in any of these perceptual coding
schemes is the high -frequency area. Our ears are most
sensitive to what goes on in high -frequency areas, and it's
pretty hard to manipulate data in this area without the
change being noticeable.

The key to minimizing some of these effects is to keep the
codec's input levels as close to zero as possible.lt also helps
to keep the upper spectrum free from clipping distortion
or excessive high -frequency processing.

Most perceptual codecs were designed without audio
processing and deliberate spectrum manipulation in mind,
so in some ways, the use of audio processing is not the best
approach. But the alternative is sloppy levels, which can be

much worse.
Another option to consider is using a lower

sample rate, as this will reduce the amount of
high -frequency components the codec sees.This
approach will usually result in better perfor-
mance in suppressing artifacts.

sults. Practical solutions and caveats
A strong, quick solution to webcast processing

is a general AGC such as the Aphex Compellor. However, a
big weakness in the use of such a device is in a lack of
consistent spectral balance over a wide range of material.
About 50 percent of the programming content (for current
music) will sound acceptable; the rest will fail due to the lack
of properspectrum management. Multiband audio process-
ing is a must for higher degree of quality control.

One drawback to using a spare multiband processor is that
it was likely not designed forthe Internet. Diode clippers and
poor crossover design can make the sound worse.

Crossovers that are not dynamically flat are also an enemy
of codecs. Many processors are designed using textbook
crossover filters.These filters operate fine as long as the gain
state is static, like a speaker crossover. However, when you
change the gain relationship of the output of the crossover,
many textbook filters will exhibit problems with peaks or
notches forming in some parts of their passband due to the
absolute phase relationship of the same frequencies appear-
ing in the lowpass/highpass skirts of neighboring filters.

In such a case, the phase angles of audio within the
highpass/lowpass skins willrotate and either be out of phase
with or in phase with frequencies in the passband of
neighboring filters. When this mess is all summed together
after feeding through compressors, you have random peaks
and notches floating around the audio spectrum.

Old analog multiband processors can suffer from another
problem. Due to parts tolerances and changes in tempera-
ture and humiditythe left and right crossovers will most likely
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not match each other.The roaming notch-
es will be different for the left and right channels.

These random, narrow -bandwidth peaks and
notches roaming around the audio spectrum drive
low-bitrate codecs crazy, contributing to the strange
phased -out sound of many Internet channels that at-
tempt to use multiband processing to some degree.This is
especially true for any low-bitrate stereo encoding.

The DSP units produced by the leading audio processor
manufacturers address all of these issues. But if you cannot
afford one of these, knowing what you're up against can
help you make sound judgement calls and nifty modifica-
tions to some old box lying in the corner of the shop.

As good as the weakest link
The first rule of sound cards is that not all sound cards

are created equal.The biggest quality issue you will face is
how well the sound card will function at the desired
sample rate. A $3000 Net processor connected to a $20
sound card will yield unimpressive results.

Of concern here is how well the sound card filters
frequencies above the Nyquist frequency of the sample rate
in use for streaming. The Nyquist frequency is highest
analog frequency that can be converted to digital without
severe problems. This point is exactly half of the sample
being used. As an example, a 44.1kHz audio sample rate is
capable of reproducing audio frequencies up to 22.05kHz.

Exceeding the Nyquist frequency generates digital alias-
ing distortion. Steep filtering of the analog signal, called anti-
aliasing filters, are used to ensure that no data beyond the
Nyquist is present at the input of the analog to digital
converter.

This aliasing distortion accounts for most of the artifacts
observed in the majority webcasts.These al iasing products
produce scratchy and/or metallic audio, high -frequency
birdies or jingling noises heard on top of white noise

A high -
quality sound card,

preferably with digital
inputs, is the best choice for the

good streaming audio quality.

sources (such as tape hiss, or
crowd cheers).

Choosing a sound card with support for
your desired bit -rate and with except.onal
anti-aliasing filters is a must. Look to profes-
sional soundcards that support the sample
rates you wish to use.

Another problem with most budget sound
cards is poor design The layouts on budget
cards can introduce computer noise into
the audio.

Use a sound card with a digital input.This
will allow you to take the digital output of
a DSP-based processor and feed your co-
dec via a direct digital link. Alterthe output
sample rate of the DSP processor to match
what is used online. A sample rate convert-
er between the DSP box and the sound
card can also be used.

Thanks to Rolf Taylor, a patient second set of
ears as the author experimented with hun-
dreds of different configurations to try to get
the best webcast audio performance.
Gould is senior staff engineer for Infinity
Broadcasting Corporation, Cleveland, OH.

The RF People

Silicon Valley
POWER1992 1 0 2002

YearsAMPLIFIERS

NAB2002 Radio Hall Booth L3209
See our growing product line

150 watt,

300 wattsEl=
450 watts

600 watts

1000 watts

850 watts

1,200 watts

1,500 watts

2,000 watts

3,000 watts

Phone:- (408) 986 9700 e-mail:- sales@svpa.com
Fax:- (408) 986 1438 website www.svpa.com
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Reader Feedback

cc

II Studio Planning II
and Design

dr 4.

Processing the
on -air sound

in Rodin Dramas

Not sold on IBOC

disagree with you on yourViewpoint [Mak-
ing the Grade] in the January 2002 issue
regarding IBOC. Digital enhancements
should be in the receiver; not in the transmitter.

DSP should be standard in receivers,
particularly in AM receivers. Analog C-
Quam AM stereo provides decent sound
on a decent receiver, unlike so many re-
ceivers today with 50 -cents worth of parts.

The IBOC FM report states that FM IBOC
doesn't cause"significant interference "This

is unacceptable, as it should cause no
new interference. Is the FCC forget-
ting its rule that all new services must
be backwards compatible and not
cause new interference problems?
NTSC color is compatible with black
and white TV, C-Quam AM stereo is
compatible with mono AM and FM
stereo is compatible with mono FM.
All of these services managed to be
backwards compatible. Does the FCC
really care anymore?

IBOC FM must be 99 percent com-
patible with the current FM stations
or it's back to the drawing boards.
IBOC AM is a technical nightmare

with skywave reception, and it is unlikely
that an IBOC AM night-time signal will
sound any better than a poor Internet
audio connection. IBOC AM is also incom-
patible with the 350 stations currently
broadcasting with C-Quam AM stereo. If
IBOC AM isn't stereo, then music won't
migrate back to the AM band.

IBOC AM has to exceed FM and not
simply be"FM-like7lf all of the efforts spent
on IBOC were instead directed at complex
DSP algorithms, AM noise -blanking sys-
tems, diversity antennas and AMAX quality
receivers, then analog radio would exist
and thrive with even higher quality than it
does today.

IBOC must be a factor of ten better than
analog in order for the general market-
place to want it. I also don't believe that the
Ma and Pa radio stations can afford IBOC
upgrades, and IBOC is just one way for
Clear Channel and Infinity broadcasting to
force these little stations that refused to be

96 March 2002

assimilated (purchased) by their bloated legal broadcast-
ing monopolies off the air.
The marketing hype behind IBOC has forgotten two

important things: people are basically happy with analog
stereo AM and FM, and they are not happy with the
programming. Listening to Howard Stern in digital doesn't
make his show any better.

John Paulica
system engineer

Innovative Controls Corporation
Toledo, OH

Repeating history
Nice Viewpoint in the December 2001 issue. [Something

to Celebrate, a review of Marconi's transatlantic tests.] We
don't look back at our history enough.

Robert E. Richer
president

Crossed Field Antennas, Ltd.

Solid on solid-state
I found John Battison's RF Engineering,January 2002,on

solid-state tower lighting informative. Last month I changed
both of our Franklin antenna towers to the Dialight system
for my side lights. The greatest resistance to my decision
was that solid-state lights have no history of damage from

lightning. !countered
with the point that
we have very infre-
quent lightning ac-
tivity, and if a light-
ning strike hit the
tower hard enough
to knock out the sol-
id-state lights that I
will have a much
larger problem.
The installation

went very quickly.
There is no percepti-
ble difference in
brightness between
the old tungsten
units and solid-state.
Also, I am looking to

reducing the amount of bulb changing and money in-
volved with that activity. I plan to change the rest of our
towers to this system in 2003.

Tim KIRK Franklin loutpr

Ross du Clair
chief engineer

Clear Channel Sacramento
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TOWER
 Fabrication

 Design
 Engineering

 Installation
 Service

 Maintenance

Swager is your
worldwide turnkey

tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax
1-800-882-3414

ir.LE0 lye

SWAGER
Communications, Inc.

i4vvicA PO. Box 656
501 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone 1-800-968-5601  260-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  260-495-4205
E-mail: sales@swager.com
Internet: www.swager.com

NANOAMP SERIES
Problem Solvers

DM200-DIGITAL MONITOR
D/AMETERHEADPHONELINE OUT

COMPACTF1ELD OR STUDIODESK OR RACK MOUNT

AES/EBU Digital Input Signals
*Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz
XLR, RCA and BNC Inputs
Loop-thru Inputs w/switchable terminations
*Transformer Isolated Inputs
24 Bit D/A Converter
*Headphone, Meter and Stereo Balanced
Line Outputs

UL & CE 24 VDC remote power supply

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicatedtosoundaigineering
All 328 W. MapleAvenue. Horsham, PA 104

800-959-0307.215-443-0330
Fax 215-443-0394

http://wwwatiguys.corn
FreeBrodureAvarlableUpon Request

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

I.onlu -Rice user 3-1) I errain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create ''real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.
'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases...and more!

VaS
151W12"11111121511:1MFtroadtastCommune.Commune.awns Softwau

nd Engineering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

oft

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

ffh

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg*gorman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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e Traffic C.O.P.
 r WinlowsTM

If your traffic software is being
discontinued, now is the time to take a
look at The Traffic C.O.P. for Windows.

g A complete. fully featured. true Windows, traffic and
billing system from order entry to log scheduling to A/R.

g The intuitiveness of Windows. Training has become
obsolete.

g Runs on your computer network, exports to your
automation system.

g Unexcelled Support. With any support option. NEVER
a charge for updates.

g Run up to 256 stations from a single database,
separate databases or any combination.

g Still the same low prices. Still the generous small
market discounts

Once you view our FREE CD Demo,
we know you will want the software.

No Obligation! See what The Traffic C.O.P.
for Windows can do for you!

Call now (800) 275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com

r-,

One Strike and

Protect Your Investment
ERI® 812.925-6000
7777 Gardner Road

Chandler, IN 47610
www.ERlinc.com

Transcom Corporation
rim 5 FM Transmitters

Visit our new Internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

i)
7

300W FM 1988 Harris FM 300K Solid State - Single Phase
KW

IKW
FM
FM

1981
1968

Harris FM IK Single Phase
Harris FM 1H

2.4KW FM 1995 OEI Quantum Solid. State, Single Pha,
2.5KW FM 1984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5KW FM 1979 Harris FM 2.5K
2.5KW FM 1976 Collins 83ID Single Phase
6KW FM 1994 Henry 60000 Single Phase
I OK W FM 1974 Hams FMIOH/K
I5KW FM 1980 McMartin BF15,000
20KW FM 1974 Harris FMIOH/K
2KW FM 1978 Collins 831G2C
255KW FM 1980 CSIT-25F
30KW FM 1988 BE FM 30A
30KW FM 1988 BE FM 30A
30KW FM 1983 BE FM 30
50KW FM 1982 Harris Combiner w/auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter switchcr

EXCITERS
1j BE FX 30 & FX 50 Continental 802B1j Harris MX -15

--__ 44 5IKK W W
AM 1982 Harris MW IA
AM 1980 Continental 315R-1
AM 1980 Harris MW5A

p.,
Q

70KKWW AM 1982 Harris MW1OA, IOKW AM 1982 Continental 316F
7 50KW AM 1978 Continental 317C -I

Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. (new)
Belar SCM-I SCA Monitor

j Q.: Moseley TRC-15 Remote w/Hallikainen
Moseley TRC I5 -A Remove Control System
Delta 4 port SW 15/8 mot.#6730E

- efly SCA Generator (MX -15 Module)
Optimod 8100A (card 3 thru 9)

-LI.1 Dummy Load. 5 KW water cooled
Dummy Load IKW air cooled
Dummy Load 25KW air cooled

P.O. Box 26744 Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454(215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

FM Channel Study
Software for your PC
-e or..  ...RI V11511 PONS*  CAProgram nrNrorms.D.r.m T.ros MOM.

FM Or

r 1:n

PerrOrwro.
P Lome! P Imee
P P4.44. P' A4
P t72.04ww
P Add. P 31d AaKent
P` We. Fr Nomad Fre.
r Dowd P 444 ot
Orme

re.

Ainj

OM 42 *WWI IA 'ChM Po.t 12to IAA 21C2 1.00
,-7n- 4- ...r.44- .4

BOO

Actual
screen
shot of
rfDetective's

display
showing
an open
channel

'Ff11.4".
130 IV '044

r. ICC 00207

ISM OM 10 d.-1-:*_j

rfDetective-Pro uses FCC data that you can download for free!

Free job viewer can be downloaded from rfSoftware.com

rfDetective is incredibly powerful and packed with
features. yet is intuitive and easy for everyone to use.

Find out why you should be using rfDetective products!
Call us or visit us on the web at http://www.rfsoftware.com/

rfSoftwarE.com
(352) 337-2706 / fax 367-1725
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FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

FMR Series

Circular polarization

Series fed element

Internal feed

Brass/Copper

construction

Excellent

bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540  FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: sales@psibroadcast.com
Web site: psibroadcast.com

see us at NAB Booth #L5246

GET IN ON THE
GROUND FLOOR!

BFzi.44,
Advertise in BE Radio's Gallery
Section and expose your products
and services to more then 31,500+
product buyers every issue.

Its easy ...

it's cost effective ...

and it's only a phone call away!

For more details, call Steven Bell
National Sales Director at 913-967-1848

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Semiconductors, Optos,

LEDs, Lamps, Panel Meters,

Wire, Cable, & Accessories,

Connecters, Cable Assemblies,

Sockets, Terminals, Resistors,

Potentiometers, Thermistors,

Varistors, Capacitors. Crystals,

Oscillators, Resonators, Inductors,

Transformers, Power Supplies,

Switches, Relays, Circuit Breakers,

Fuses, Batteries, Speakers, Audio

Devices, Fans, Heat Sinks, Knobs,

Hardware, Cabinets, Racks, Cases,

Test Equipment, Tools, Prototyping

(800) 346-6873
www.mousercorn MOUSER'ELECTRONICS

A 14"---' COMPANY

Fast Delivery Technical Support Friendly Service

Delivered
and

installed
by

ECIMOLOGY32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

TEL: 610-640-1229  FAX:
email:sales@studiotechnology.

www.studiotechnology.axn
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Standard equipment
in all major AM

and SW transmitters

Lighthouse Digital Systems, Inc.
Routers with ATTITUDE

800-323-8289
 Analog Auclio
 A ES/E13LJ irimecode M.1cIbine Control
 MAC)!

HETV
 SC :01 Video Analog Video data Fiber Copper Hardware Control Software Control Automation

Sundance Systems
Fibox Products Division

Fiber O. tic Links
 Analog Audio
 AES/EEtILJ
 Coata Multi car Single

Mode FiberTransmission
 No Line Loss IVo Groung Loop Modular design
 Easy Installation arxx

Field Setup.

10

0
3

Fiber STL Links....Fiber Links Amoung Studios....
Satellite Uplinks/Downlinks....Remotes....Sporting

Events...
800-525-3443

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound,

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting 8 static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF 8 UHF antenna lines

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

vivir
phone 505-327-5646 tax 505-325-1142

STUDIO FURNITURE?
WHAT YOUR LOOKING FOR -

IS PROBABLY AT

SPACEWISE
1P1"`

RADIAL DELUX AS SHOWN S4169!

FULL SIZED DUALITY WOODSHOP TURN, I URE
ULTRA STURDY BASE COMPONENTS I
VA" THICK TOP COUNTERS I
MANY WOOD AND COLOR CHOICES I
WE CUSTOMIZE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS I
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED CRATED I

'7""1111P

ALLTALK STUDIO AS SHOWN 54995!
PRODUCMIGREATBROADICASTFLIRMTURE

SYSTIEMS6THEONLYTHINGWEDOC

"Quality Broadcast Furniture Systems
for Every Budget, "TM

SPACEWISE
Call us at 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.com  Info@spacewise.com

mute
Smtply the hest engineered transmitter,

Solid State AM and FM
Transmitters

FM: 3,500 to 40,000 Watts
AM: 1,000 to 300,000 Watts

Contact Nautel for more
information

E-mail: info@nautel.com
Phone: 207-947-8200
Fax: 207-947-3693

www.nautel.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #L2323

401K eximmor

Place your business on top
of the world with 31,500+

worldwide circulation!
Advertise in BE Radio!
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ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER

CREATIVE
STUDIO

SOLUTIONS
INC.

. ,

BROADCAST STUDIO
DESIGN/ENGINEERING

0

Traditional/Internet Design/Installation
0

Fully Tested Prior to Installation
0

Detailed Documentation
0

24/7 Hotline Support

10600 West 50th Avenue #5
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

(303)425-5004
fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

cjo, mpie
Solutioi ...

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Contro' Systems.
as many as. 8 transmitter sites
cart be controlled in Real -Time
us'ng A Mixture of RF-Manager,
DetaLine & Data Works Systems

Call for 4/1 the Details !

MIC:\111:\4 ASSOCIATES
ELECTRONIC

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc.corn

Get A GREAT Sounding

Web Address

with RADIO'S Name On It!

CO www.dot.fm

AUDIO ROUTING SWITCHERS

$396.00 $597.00

SR -10
10x1 STEREO SWITCHER

mnirmr---mmtm
SR -210 5499.00 $998.00

DUAL 10x1 STEREO SWITCHER

$698.00 $999.00
IN01111011 New 111111111111 MOOS&

SR -64
6x4 STEREO SWITCHER

RAMSYSCOM.COM

SR -10M
10x1 STEREO SWITCHER

WITH METERING & MONITORING

SR -201
20x1 STEREO SWITCHER

SR -61M
6x1 STEREO SWITCHER

WITH METERING & MONITC RING

RAM BROADCAST MANUFACTURING, INC.
www.ramsyscom.com PHONE: 800-779-7575 FAX: 847-487-2440
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ay Country
*BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, PAD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. coin  e-mail info@baycountry.com

FACTORY REBATE ON COMREX PRODUCTS!

To get your $50:

1. Purchase a Comrex BlueBox, Matrix or Vector between April 1, 2002
and June 30, 2002.

2. Return your completed warranty card and this coupon to Comrex.

3. Receive a check for $50.

4. If you have questions, call us at 800-237-1776.

THERE'S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO BUY A CONIREX

$50

1

Make your
ad stand

out!
Try color!
Call Steven at

913-967-1848 for
more information.

Control Your World With CircuitWerkes

POWERFUL DULL -UP CONTROLLER

THE DR -10

Rack Mount Inc,.. :

Outstanding features Exceptional Value
10 dry relay contacts out.

Auto -answers on user setable ring # and auto -disconnects.

Each relay can be assigned to any tone & can be momentary, latching
with distinct on/off codes, or interlocked latch with others.

Up to 8 digit user set password prevents pirating.

Each relay is programmable to close at beginning or end* of tone
and can beep when activated. Closures after acknoledgement beep!

Proprietary two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate false trips.

4 Status inputs beep when queried, alarm dial& control relays.

Telco Hybrid lets you control equipment & monitor local audio.

Settings remain after power failure.

Call your favorite dealer or visit our web site for the

Programmable DTMF Decoder

Optional Rack Voiltit Shown

0

The DS -8 DTMF Sequence Decoder

Each of the eight relays may be independently
programmed for codes and mode.

Program it with any DTMF phone.

All connections on screw terminals

Retains settings after a power failure

Decode Network Tones & More

iv Decodes all 16 DTMF tones.

 Bridging input & hi current opto-isolated outputs

Two tone decoder & anti-falsing filter improve
reliability & versatility.

> Momentary or Interlocked Latching output modes.

Silencer option removes all DTMF tones the audit output.

latest info and downloadable tech manuals!
http://www.circuitwerkes.com (352) 335-6555 \\ fax 380-0230
CircuitWerkes 3716 SW 3rd Place - Gainesville, FL 32607

11,

cw
ul 11
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Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

illoprow

1100.0
800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.corn
all 411

If #ghthihg strikes Oil your
tower are calls/hg

evu,:omeht damage and lost

xi- time - the cost of a
Otati-Gat system may be
recovered during your first

//ghth/hg seasoh,

RDABLE
-- RU GED

LIGHTNING
PROTECTIONAFFO

The Otati-Cat
Light/I/mg Preveetioff gysteie

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge p 30- fo-
the static electric charge or tall structures DISSIPATION
POINTS. ARE 1/8" S-AINLESS STEEL RODS (not w res)
ground to needle sharpnes

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
PO. Box 2548, Farmilgton, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

Radio Classified
Professional Services For Sale

AppiedWireless
Kevin McNamara
/maim i CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
... providing options.

PO 8or 926
New Market. MD 217:4

tel.: 301.865.1011
tax.: 301.865.4422
malt keWnmaltappliedwirelessinc.osni

wswr.appliedwirelessinc.com

4006

'''4 BELT LINE

= SUIT1160

ADDISON

TEXAS

C 75001

972/661-5222

Awn* can
Russ BERGER DESIGN GROUP

 EOKIMGMDBROIWAST ROM OBEN

 MOCCIURVIIITERIORSFORKOVICANIas

 ROONAKOUSDESNIDS01ID6OLA:

 NOISE NO1/61a11:111(05.,

Structural Analysis

rJCs'
Electronics Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www ERlinc com

JOHN H. BAMSON
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
8 Associates. Inc

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

SPACEWISE
QUAUTY STUDIO FURNITURE

STURDY CUSTOMIZED HIGH QUALITY
WOODSHOP BUILT LARGE SCALE

MODULAR SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES

800-775-3660 INFO@SPACEWISE CONA

WHY PAY MORE ELSEWHERE?

AcousticsFirst
TNIcit :FIX 8 8 8 -7 6 5 2 9 0 0

Full p-oduct line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

%Ito gear
e
e4s product or service

is Classifieds!
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Sales Offices
MONK SALES DIRECTOR
Stevon
9800 Metcalf Avenue
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-7249
E-mail: sbell@primediabusiness.com

EUROPE/UK
IIkilned Woolley
P.O. Box 250
Banbury, Oxon OX16 5Yj5
Telephone: +44 1295 278 407
Fax: +44 1295 278 408
E-mail: richardwrmllevR(,)mpuserve.coni

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Jennifer Shafer
Telephone: (800) 896-9939
(913)967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
E-mail: jshafer@primediabusiness.com

EDITORIAL REPRINTS
Justin 'Bra
Telephone: (913) 967-7320
Fax: (913) 967-7316
E-mail: jtira@primediabusiness.com

Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for BE Radio.

This month: Managing Technology. page 10.

Scott Hanley
Director/General
Manager
WDUQ-FM
Pittsburgh, PA

Hanley is president of
the Pittsburgh Radio
Organization, is vice
chairman of Eastern
Public Radio and has

served on numerous committees and task forces,
including advisory groups for National Public
Radio on program distribution, satellite radio and
Internet activities.

He is also co -manager of JazzWorks, LLC, a
24 -hour jazz service for public radio, and
director of applied media for the Department of
Communication at Duquesne University.

Radfo
1,41K1210

Written by radio professionals
Written for radio professionals

Rad!
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

A PRIMEDIA
Publication

www.beradio.corn
BE Radio Magazine berailaa pnmethabusiness.com

Editor - Chriss Scherer. CSRE, cscherer@primediabusinesscom
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Sion Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Do you
remember?

\\diking tIR. show
floor at the NAB con-
vention to see the
newest equipment is
the primary mission
of most NAB attend-
ees. The convention
offers plenty of
chances to see the
latest innovations
and equipment ad-
vances. With the
convention just
around the corner, this photo of a studio
layout from a 1982 McCurdy Radio In-
dustries ad that shows what was state-of-
the-art for its day.

This studio layout features a 22 -channel
McCurdy SS8670 console flanked by two
triple -deck and one recorder ITC SP cart

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

Age distribution of
radio engineers in North America

65 or older 24 or younger
55-64 1.2% 1.6% 25-34
14.85% 13.2

45-54
41.0%

In our annual Salary Survey, BE Radio asks
respondents to provide their age. Look for the
results of the 2002 Salary Survey in the
September issue.

Source: BE Radio Salary Survey 2001

t '3-44

machines,a Technics
SP -15 turntable with
Audio-Technica to-
nearm, and two Otari
MX5050BII reel -to -
eels.

The layout is typical
of what you would
have seen on the
show floor of the 1982
NAB convention,
which was held in
Dallas.The hot topic
of radio discussion
that year was AM ste-

reo. Systems from Motorola, Kahn, Harris and others were
under constant debate on the show floor and in technical
sessions.

That was then

IIC 1 IVI JICICV SLCIIIUCII U WM, appl IJVC1.1 uy1.11 - 111 1 JO 1.

Stations were first allowed to transmit with a stereo subcar-
rier at 12:00 am on June 1, 1961. The first station to com-
mence stereo operations was WEFM, Chicago, owned by
the Zenith Radio Corporation. By December 1963, when
this photo was on the cover of Broadcast Engineering, more
than 200 stations were broadcasting in FM stereo.

The FM stereo system used by Zenith Radio during 1959
and 1960 was proposed by both Zenith and RCA to the FCC.
The proposed stereo standard was first shown in May 1961
at the NAB convention in Washington,DC.OnApril 20,1961,
the FCC adopted the stereo standard. f
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BIG EASY
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE

Easy to INSTALL
 machine -tapped rack rails
 auilt-in top and bottom ventilation
 removable doors
 punchblock enclosure available
 compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
 available with type 66 or Kroner' blocks

Available options include
prewired punchblocks

Easy to AFFORD!

7900

 modular design for variety of configuratians
 both standup and sitdown heights
 above counter turret accessories
 fast installat on
 generous wireways
 built-in levellers

OUR HIGH -STYLE
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
boasts uncompromisinguncompromising QUALITY :adored to the TIGHTEST
BUDGETS, with all the feaures a well -des gned studio calls for.
A TRULY COST-EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEXT STUDIO PROJECT!

C-orr,c)rc:Ition
See us at NAB RADIO - Booth #1118!

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635 4857/solescxwheat5tone com / www w  ecxfst-;nc corn
c opynght a 2tX)I Whaatstor. Corporahon



VVh t_x-CcDn
DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER

 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED Si6NAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

Cor-fc:rcltic.),-)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com

www.wheatstone.com
copyright 0 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

specohcattons and features subject to change wdfwut notice




